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Sex discrimination suit review set
Jacqui 1\oszczuk
volleyball coach I>t>borah Brut' arf seeking S2:141.1JCNJ in
Staff \\ rit~r
damages from each school. They are asking that the
A preliminary judic1al review of a sex discrimination money be pooled dod then distributed to the womt>n's
suit filed against Slli-C 3nd II other Illinois universities athle~ics directors and coaches as compensation for
by two No~thern Illinois lTniversity womt>n's athletics workmg at lower pay scales than their counterparts in
coaches will be conducted 1-'riddy. accordin~ to the the men's programs. Diedrich said.
attorney handling the t.uit.
The suit also asks that the schools be ordered to
The tT.S. District Court for the Northern Illinois comply with Title IX of the Education Amt>ndments of
district is tentatively scheduled to hold a slatus hearinJ! 19i'.l. and T1tle VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act.
to detemune whether the suit qualifies as a class al'·
Diedrich said l'Je hearing date is tentative bet'anse
lion. DeKalb attQI'ney Edward Diedrich said.
some of the universities have not yet received the court
If the court approves the suit as a class action. all summons that were issued this Wt't'k. All the schools
women's athletics directors and coaches at the colleges must have time to review and respond to the summons
and universities named in the suit will join the com- ~o:i:~e court can rule on the class action aspect of
plamt unless they ask to be e~cluded, Diedrich said.
Diedrich said the directors ana coaches will receive
~hancellor Kenneth Shaw said he first Teamed of the
notice from the court shortly after the hearing.
su1t from recent newspaper reports. He said the
SIU-C Women's Athletics Direct(Jr Charlotte \\est University has not yet received a summons. "But if
said, "I will venture a guess that w~ would ren•ain in
read is true. I'm sure we'll be getting one," he
cas party to the complamt l because we have somC' very
distressed coaches who are working full time for halfThe suit alleges that women's athletic--.; directors and
time pay," while men's athletics coaches work and are coaches are discri_minaled ~gainst in thE- length of
paid on a full-time basis.
c~ntract they rece1ve. salaries. health insurance and
One of the NIU coaches conlacte<i West in 8--ptPmber, fnnge benefits. working conditions ;!nd facilities
informinJ;{ her of the plan to file suit. West said.
Diedrich said.
·
SIU-Edwardsville was also named in the suit along
West sai~ SIU-C's women coaches receive UOf'QUal
witb the Illinois Board of Higher Education and all of treatment 10 all of thost' areas except health insurance
the slate universities in Illinois. All of the members of and _facilities. She said w~men·s athletics personnel
the Mid-Amt'rican Conference. comprised (•f SIU and receiVe comparable health msurance to the men's. and
nine out-of-slate universities. were also named.
that she expects the UJXoming renovation of Davies
NIU gymnastics coach Roberta 1-'arrick and ~ll' Gym to provide better fports facilities.
Ry

_All_of_the_federal laws cited in the suit prohibit sex
d.lscnm•.nahon_ in employment. Mary H£'1t•n Gasser.
l mvers1ty _Aff1rmitive Action officer. said. Titll' !X of
the Educahon Amendments has been construt>d bv tht>
l'OUrts .to man~ate equal employment benefitS for
women s athletics personnel. she said.
~1edrich said the two NIU coaches initially took their
gr1evanct; to the fo:qual Employment Opportunity
Comf!IISSion, a normal course of action for complaints
of th1s type.
"When Ntu refused tn lake part in the conciliatorv
c~nference" with women's athletic• .-~er;>nnnel. "the
U:S. ~usbct; Department gave us tue ritmt to sue."
Diedrich sa1d.
.
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Gus says untangling who's wbo in NIU vs. SIU woo't be

PDQ.

Reagan, Carter win
in New Hampshire
CONCORD. N.H. iAP• President Carter dc~~ated Sen.
Edward Kennedv in New
Hampshire's presidential
primary election Tuesdav
night. pushing Kennedy toward
the brink of political collapse.
Ronald Reagan won the

~rJe~b!~:i"r~~rr~~ ~~r!:.,n~

or the race for the
presidential nomination.

'
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l'nited l\<ations Ambassador
George Bush and five other
GOP candiriatf'S. His margin
was better than 2-to-l in a
contest with a rival who won
two early season contests.
Sen. Howard Baker Jr. of
Tennessee was running third. a
~~:.·ing he said he could sur-
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of his organization.
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299 New Hampshire precincts.

third defeat Carter had dealt
Kennedy, who has yet to win a
presidential campaign contest.
And it left the challenger with
no place to go but home. to the
Massachusetts presidential
primary now one week away
Reagan won big over former

the Democratic race stood this
way:
Carter 26,303 votes or 50
percent.
Kennedy 19,243 or 37 percent.
California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. 4.855 or 9 percent.
Lyndon LaRouche had 1.333
votes. for 3 percent.

~:_.r;:el\l:!c~C:~t::. ~e!~~i~!

With returns counted from 201
precincts. or 68 percent of the

Proposed rezoning request
meets citizen's disapproval
Bv Marv Harmon
Wril•r
A controversial proposal to
rezone 64 acres of land near
Kent Drive and Chautauqua
Street in Carbondale for a 200lot. moderate-income level
subdivision has received the
tenlative apr.rmral of four City
Council members.
Although the City Council
took no formal action Monday
night on developer Ira Parrish's
request for the rezoning. council
members Helen Westberg.
Archie Jones. and Susan !\lit·
chell and Mayor Hans Fischer
indic?~ed they would support
the request at their next formal
meeting March 3.
· Citizen protest to the rezoning
request continued. however.
Residents of the Kent Drive and
Chaulauqua Street area ap. peared before the council to
request that members reject
the proposal.
Parrish's request. which has
been before the council twice
and before the Planning
Commission three times. is
unfair to residents of the area
and in violation of the city's
planned development goals. as
'llated ;., the Comprehensive
~m=:~f. Plan, residents told

siarr

Staff photo by Randy Klauk

1\al'fll WilkinSGD, el Soalllent Hills. ill whftled
rrom hft' apartment afwr giving birth to a baby
girl. J11.11t after the child was born. the entire

apartment was flooded by a brokea water pipe.
'l'he two were transported to a n•arby warmer
apartm•nt. after the water caused the heat to go
off.

Apartment flood in Southern Hills
disrupts family's qr•iet hom.e birth
Bv Andrew Zinner
Siaff Writer
"We wanted it to be a nice. quiet. homey
birth," said Jerry Wilkinson. after his So'!thern
Hills apartment was fl~ just 15 mmutes
after his wife Karen gave barth to a 7-pound baby
girl. the couple's first baby. Tuesday morning.
The baby. named Sara Marie. was born at 9:12
a.m., al'c:ording to the new father. and a puddle
of water was noticed forming in the bedroom by
Dr. Billock of Marion. who helped in the
delivery. at around 9:30. Wilkinson sailf that in a
short time. the entire apartment was flooded by
three inches of water.
Heat in the apartment went off. and the front
door had to be left open to remove the unwanted
deluge. But that made the temperature in the
newborn child's apartment drop. and the rooms
were cold and wet.
'
Sam Rinella. director of University Housing,
arrived on the scene at about II :00 a.m .• and

With doctor's permission. saw to it that mother
and child were transported to a warm and dry.
vacant apartment nearby. Rinella said the Hood
was caused by a broken hot water pipe underneath the Wilkinson's apartment.
Wilkinson said the birth went fine. adding that
because his wife Karen is a nurse, she knew what
was going on. He said a nurse acting as midwife
was present for the entire process.
The baby and mother had to be transported by
stretcher. because doctor's orders were that
neither could move for otight hours. Jackson
County ambulance personnel were dispatched to
move the pair. who were bundled in blankets to
protect them from the cold. windy conditions
Wilkinson said that several boxes and the
contents of a bottom drawer were damaged by
· the flood. but that ·didn't seem to bother the
brand-new father. who admitted,"l really
wanted a boy."

Parrish is asking the council
to approve the rezoning of 64
acres of land located north of
Chautauqua Street and west of
Tow..r Road for planned unit
devdopment to include single
and two-family residential
units. The land is presently
zoned for agricultural use.
Residents of the area.
represented by Carterville
attorney. James "Randy"
l\loore, have voiced strorag
oppootioo to the Parrish Acres
South developm~nt since it was
first proposed last August.
Residents claim tha~ the
drainage, sewer. traffic and
water services for the homes on
Chautauqua-Lu Court-Kent
Drive are inadequate and
c<.nnot withstand adrlitional
demand, Moore saio..
The
council
rejected
Parrish's first request and sent
it back to the Planning Commission in November for
re\Tli!W. After holding a public
Ilea: ring on the proposal in
J;muary. the commission approved the proposal by a 7-o
vote.
The rezoning request and an
overaU r•sn for the land must
be approved by the council
before Parrish can begin the
development.

6 fi:rms yie to underwrite·,·· ·
city's hotne mortgage bonds
By Mary Ann McNulty
Staff Writer
Four bond underwritiu~ finns vied for the
city's authorization to underwrite a S25 million
single-family home mortgage revenue bond
issue at the Carbondale City Council meeting
Monday night.
Dain, Bosworth. lnc. of Minneapolis, Minn.,
and A.G. Edwards & Co. of St. Louis, offered the
city a joint proposal to underwrite "The Carbondale Plan." UMIC, Inc. of Memphis. Tenn.,
11.11d Stifel. Nicolaus & Co. of St. Louis also
~n!ed their proposals to the council.
In ar: Pf!ort to get money back into Carbondale's economy for single-family home
mortgages. the City Council authorized the
issuance of S25 million in revenue bonds in Dettmer. Under the plan, the city would sell the
bonds and then place the funds in local lending
institutions. These financial institutions would
then be able to grant loans at reduced interest
:ates for the purchase or improvement of singlefanaily residences \\;thin Ca!'bondale.
The U.S. Senate and the House Ways and
Means Committee are considering similar
proposals. However. the city is currently seeking
an exemption from ary federal plans and initiate
its own mortgage revenue bond plan.

Council members agreed to discuss the matter
further at the March 10 informal meeting.
Bill Moss, assistant city manager in ~harge of
purcha:.ing and property. said city stat! members will be looking at the "experience and
qualifications" of the firms before recom·
mending an underwriter for the bond issue to the
City Council.
Arter hearing a joint presentation from
Mathews & Wright oi New York and the Chicago
Corp. of Chicago, at the Feb. 11 council meeting,
City Council members agreed to solicit offers
from other underwriters before deciding the
issue.

Carl Shoaff Jr., a CarbondaiP. financial consultant. said he has bf>o>n working on the city's
plan with Mathews and Wright and the Chicago
Corp. for the past year.
In other action, K-.n Alderson of the Illinois
Municipal League told council members that the
Risk Management Association the city is considering ~articipating in "is not an insurance
program. · Alderson explained that insurance
companies were sending information to Illinois
city govemmentscalhng the intergovernmental.
self-insurance program an insurance policy and
suggesting the dral\·backs •>f it.

·Council d{(rees to retain
Liquor Adt·iscry Board
Hy Mary ,\nn l'lcSulty

staff Writer

Although the sun will set on
five city boards and com·
missior.
the Liquor Ad·
visory board will not be
among them.
Ci v Council members
Monday told City Manager
Carroll Fry to prepare an
ordinance abolishing thP
Commtssion on Human
Reolations. Commission on
Safety, Community Building
Board. Industrial Building
Commission and the Sidewalk
Review Board. under the
Illinois "sunset law."
In a report issued to the
council Jan. 28. Jo'ry. Finan"P
Director Paul Sorgen and
City Clerk Janet Vaught
recommE.>ndPd that these
boards. as well as thP LAB. be
abolished.
However. the council
agreed with Councilwoman

HPlen Westberg who said that
although the function of the
Liquor Advisory Board has
changed a bit. the Citv
Council 1which acts as the
Liquor Control Commission l
needs the board.
Counci\man Archie Jones
added ~nat the persons on t!lP
board presented some ·•very

~~i:d'!"'h~~~~·t>!~~i~~~
"Where we have persons on
boards who take an interest, I
think we should retain the
boards. I would be hesitant
to eliminatP. anv board that
has mPmbers iike these on
it." Jones said.
Mayor Hans Jo'ischer said
he was not in favor of
abolishing th~ Liquor Advisory BoarC. "particularly
since they ~ant to slav active."
·

Attucks chairman: Fry trying to destroy hoard
By Mary Ann McSulty
Staff Writer

fo'or the sPCond time in two
weeks.
Milton
Maxwell.
chairman of the Attucks
Community Service Board.
askPd the Carbonda:c City
Council not to play a part in the
"systematic dt>Struction of the
remaining parts ot the board."
Miltoo told the council
membeflj Feb. II th'3t the citv
administration's v• oposal to
abolish
the
switchboard
operation at the Et•r!!'!a C.
Hayes Center and to not nonew
the janitorial contract that the

Pag,o -2.
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ACSB currently holds. was part and administrative support
of a "long-standing. capitulated services. Fry countered the
and well-orchestrated· attempt offer with a $15.000 contract to
to dismantle Pvcry community pay for administrative support.
service of the Attucks Com- The city would be responsible
mumty Service Board."
for the maintenance of the
Council members asked center. however.
Maxwell and other members of
Maxwell, joined by board
members Margaret Nesbitt and
~~~:;:~df~~ t~ir~~~ ~chc:S~~= lma
Valentine. told the City
functions at thP Hayes Center as Council that the board wants to
well as pay for a director. renew the janitorial contract
bookkeeper and other support with the city to maifitain the
for thP centtr. In a mppting with Haves Center itself.
Jo'ry last week. three board
Nesbitt told the council, "We
members offered the city a don't want you to offer us a
$53,485 contract for janitonal clean building, we want to clean

19M'

the building."
Maxwell said he would bring
the proposal to the 12-mPmber
Attucks Community Service
Board next week.
When asked why the
janito1 ;aJ contract was so
importa-nt to the board. Max·
well sa' d. "The board feels that
if we a::cept the $15.000 to hire
an administrator. we could be
left out of the budget.''
Councilwoman
Helen
Westberg said; "I think that the
board may pereeive the Joss of
tbe custodial contract as an
erosion of power."

--

Nesbitt explained. "As board
members. we look at it 1the
contraco as a trick. We are not
fighting for the contract. we're
fighting for the communitv
group. Wt- know we have Jo5t
the switchboard. l'>Oow the next
thing members of the community will be saying is thai
we've lost the janitorial contract."
f'ry told the board members.
"What you need is a clean, wt-11·
maintained. facility with which
to deliver social M>rvices to th~
community."

·;~J''
.
.

,·r~
the work done in Pight hours ...
Watson said. "The extra 50
minutes may not be sufficient
enough time, bul we won't know
that until the new hours begin."
Watson said the new hours
will be permanent.
Bursar's office employees are
supposed to work an eight-hour
day. but because the office has
so much business. employees
have been working two or three
hours (IVertime. Watson said.
An average of 25,0110 to 30.0110
students. faculty members and
department employees do
bllsiness in the office everv
month. he s..id.
•
Students have complained
that they cannot gl't to thP
Bursar's office during the hours
it's open to pick up paychecks
and pay fees and fines. but
Watson said he thinks having
the office open for seven hours
is enough time.
He suggested that students

Rv KarE"n (oullo

staff Writ.-r

By Diana PE"nnE"r
Staff Writer

Jury selection was completed
Tuesday for the murder l!";al of
Joyce Berger. accused of killing
her ex-husband. former Murphysboro Police Chief Tobias
Berger.
The trial v:i:l begin at 9 a.m.
Wednesday.
A t2-member jury of six men
and six wome11 and two alternate jurors. a man and a
woman. were chosen to hear the
case.
Mrs. Berger. 38. is charged
with murder in connection with
the Aug. 8 shooting death of her
ex-husband.
The defense attorneys for
:\Irs. Berger. Charles Grace and
vc>•:itl Watt of Murphysboro,
told prospective jurors during

~~~e~ec~~nJ':~tJ!,':t t~~

Mrs. ·Berger acted with a
"justifiable use of force" and
"necessity," or self-defense.
The potential jurors were
asked whether they had any
biases aJ1lainst t.'le defense of
self-defense or whether they
would be p;-ejudiced against a
person who raised such a
defense.
During the questioning, the
prospective jurors were also
asked whether they occasionally consumed alcohol
and whether they had biases
al!lainst people who do or do not
drink.

a~:J~~:~:rj~~~~o=~~

any weapons such as handguns
or riilP.S. and whether they had
positive or negative feelings
about people who do or do not
own or use such weapons.

The Bursar's office hours will
be shortened bv 50 minutes
beginning :\larch 3 to allow
employees of that office morE'
lime to process paper work.
Bursar Thomas Watson !"tid
Tuesdav.
The bursar will be opening at
8:30a.m. instea-1 of 8: Ill a.m.
and closing at 3:3>1 p.m. instead
4 p.m.
Walc;on said that the change is
being made to eliminate
what he called the excessive
amount of overtime put in by
employees.
The
voucher
processing and mailing that
must be ~omleted before the
next worlt dav cannot be
Finished in •.he eight hours that
the Bursar's office is open to the
public, Watson said. because
emp:oyees are busy waiting on
studenlo; and faculty. By closing
<:>'lrlier. ~he emplo:vees will be
able to finish daily reports
without working so much
ovt'rtime. he said.
"There are vouchers that
must be made out for
guaranteed loan checks. BEOG
checks, or other large sums and
sometimes it's impossible to get
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Irati lo clilmt• Clflflror·pfi jourrurlists
By T!le Assodated Pres!l
Iran s ruling Revolutionary Council has decided all foreign
journalists are welccmP •n the country once they have received the
approval of the Iranian Smbassy in 'heir home country.
Council spokesman Hassan Han bi made the announcement
Tuesday night in Tehran without referring specifically to U.S
reporters. banned six weeks ago for alleged biased reporting.
Habibi told reporters following a council meeting that only those
journalists whose competence to report im!A=rtially hao; been
:B~~~4nbi~~~ I;:t~~-Emb-' ssy in their own coontry would be

Habibi did not elaborate as to how such a judgment was to be
made or whether the new policy lifted the ban on Americans.

Women:.. clraft f1lc111 "tlmrn tire clrai'1'
Wr'5HINCiTON IAPI-The Carter administration. told its
proposal ~or draft registration or women is "down the drain, ..
agreed tod~y to seek money sej)arately for registering men.
The dec1s:on marks a m~Jor change in stategy ir: tl'e ad·
~~~~r~~o~hf:';J>~~~:~ begm registering men and wumen. aged
Until now. the White House request for registration money has
been a single package containing funds for registration of both
men and women.
However, John P. White. deputy director of the White House
Office of Management and Budget, said the administration is
willing to treat its request separately. with money for men and
women in different packages.
White and other officials testified before the House Appropriations subcommittee on indeJ)endent agencies, which is
reviewin~ tilt; administration's ftDJ~ng request.
Rl•p. F..JWard P. Boland, D-Mass., ats cha1rman, told White that
registration of women is "down the drain."

'Windfall' tax hill passes ronferPnre
WASHINGTON IAPl-A Senate-House conference committee
gavt> final apprJval Tuesday to a $227.3 billion "windfall" tax on
the oil indust:-; after agreeing on a formula for helping millions of
Americans cope with rising fuel costs.
The biU earmarks nearly $57 billion in the 1~ to help an
estimated 18 million families near or ~low the pcverty line. But
the conferees junked a provision aimed at helping ''Working poor''
families whose incomes were up to $22.000a year.
. The long-awaited tax measure 1:ould open the door for acrossthe-board income-tax reductiO!lS far individuals and {"...,._.tao-,..
as early as nex\ fall.

TUBBY demonstrations •n the University
Bank of Carbondale lobby dally from

Twenty-four hour banking is coming to
Carbondale at the University Bank of
Carbondale. Now you will bo able to:
• Deposit to

~::!a:~eirorrJm:~: :~d~~~

Pmployees
have
their
paychecks sent to their banks to
eliminate waiting in lines. A
new computer system for the
acctiUilting done at the bursar's
office is being developed .

'

February 18th

'\
'•

\

•Wiltldrawcash

• Put money into your savings from

to

February 27tl1 1

• You may win a free gift
• A Honda Express is the
Grand Prize
•University 4 Theaters

. [5-l

your checking account .
• Put money into your checking from
your savings account
• Make payments on mortgage
loans. installment loans. Christmas
Club and other accounts

24 hours a day!

TUBBY
THI TILLII·IS MilE!

•Kentucky Fried Chicken
•Other prizes donated by
Brawn's Chicken, Patrician,
The Flower Box, Coco Colo,
Caru's, Phillip's Ladies Store,
Gospefond Book Store,
Oriental Foods and Burger King
•Tubby Tee-Shirts
Plus other voh;able ~ifts

'11mk of it. You will be able to bank at your convenience. twa"":four hours a day. SIMH\ days a week. Join
our big TUBBY celebratiOn. It's the future m banking convernence today.

GOmmentary·

Voter hide-ard-seek
By hfffty Smydt
S&aff Writer

Last summer Gov. James Thompson took one step toward
eliminating V('lers' influence in choosing the Republican
presidential nominee.
After eight years Illinois Republicans will again be voting in a
blind primary. The bill was passed last June and signed by
1bompson. but representativf!S for the Ronald Reagan. Robert
Dole and Phillip Crane campaigns asked the Cook County Circuit
Coort to re"'iew the constitutionality of the law. The court upheld
thP. law a01d RE>p. Donald Totten. R-Schaumburg. Chairman of
R~·s campaign in Illinois. took thE' casE> to the Illinois Supreme
CGurt.. The Supreme Court ruled that the case was "strictly a
political party aff::!r and the courts should not intE-rferE'.··
A blind primary means candidates running for ~legate in the
· Republican prim~ry cannot commit themselVes on the ballot oy
having a pr~idential candidate's namE> next to theirs on thE' ballot.
With the many delegate names on the Republican ballot. it is
hard to image the average voter knowing who the delegates are
st'ql011ing. This means that votE-rs would place blind v11tes for
delega~es. randomly selecting names or voting only for the names
they are familiar wtth, or a coe1bination of ooth.
nus pick -and-choose type d voting mucks the entire purpose of
tlw. primary: voters choosing delegates who will cast votes for
cOdldidates the voters favor. Voters should have an equal amount
ol illput on who decide'! the RP.publican ~>residential nominee. But
with this law, the voters have less input. By not letting a delegate
nm committed, the voter may ur~knowingly choose a person who
does not represent a voter's candidate.
Anotber problem with a blind primary involves the delegates
tbemselves. If a delegate candidate does not have a name that is
familiar 1o the voters. money will have to be spent for calt'paigrling. A congressman or any other public figure is at an advantage because his name is already known. thus less calt'paigbillg is necessary. Lesser-known candidates "'ill have to
generate their own campaign funds because state organizations do
not fund delegate campaigns.
'lbe maio l"'.oasorl the blind primary was reinstated was to give
Gov. Thomp;on an upper hand in gaining a vice-presidential
nominabon Tile ide.a of a blind primary was generated by John
ConoaHy peoJ>lt> last sprillf' in cooperation with Thompson in an
effort lo reduce Reagan ·s grassroots support in this state. A blind
primary would give Connally backE-rs a better chana• of sending
some ol their deiegates to the Detroit convention.
State Sen. James "Pate" Phillip. R·Eimhurst. who was insllumental in getting the biD passed. has said that he would like to
see Jim Thom\)&011 receive a Vice-presidential nomination. Phillip
said tbat a dek!gate woo has already committed himself on the
primary ballot would not be approached by candidates at the
coovention in an attempt to get his vote. Uncommitted delegates
could deaJ "ith candidates and gi\·e their vote to a certain candidate in exchangE> for a vice-presidential nomination for Thomp-

son.

It is fact that a delegat- .. is only morally committ~d when hE' goes

to the convention. Phillip argues that a Cl'lmmitt!:'d delegate can
change his vote at the convention. What he is saymg is that
delegates could lie in ordf::,· to get to the convE-ntion. But on the
same token. th;n ~!e~:lte would take the risk of ruining his
credibility with the people who voted for him at first.
A voter who panicipates in the March 18 primary should inform
himself before voting or. who the delegate candidates favor.
Without doing this. tne voter is n.erE>IV gaing along with a gan;c of
hide-and-seek- sponsored by Gov. Thompson.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Marketing munchies

'War of the trucks' prevented
Small businessmen t, Marketing study 0.
Whenever the vending machines aren't
working in the CommWlications Building 11;1t
least twice a week>, I go to the "munchte
truck" outside and buy potato chips, candy
bars and othf r health foods needed to snack
on dw-i":Jg the day. I always chat with the guy
w'-o r..-IS the truck, catch up on the latest
gossip for a second and go back inside.
Almost everyone over on this side of campus
enjoys talking with the people running the
truck and appreciates having the chance to
grab a sandwich without having to go to the
Sludent Center or some fast-food place.
But when I wE>nt out there about a week
ago, tension was in the air. A blue "Mr.
Sandwich" truck was parked next ~c the
white one, and a person from the bbe truck
was putting up a sign saying "Sandwiches
half price."
GenE-rally when I see such thing~. my mind
races a little too fast, and this time was no
exception.
Visions of price wars danced through my
head. "Competitive marketing is the basis
for our economic system." a teacher had
once told me. The "truck wars" that were
sure to ('Ome would provide a classil'
example u! how free enterprise benefits botn
consumer and businessman. My! How
fortunate we were to have such a classic
example unfolding before our very eyes!
Marketing and economics professors would
be writing about "truck-against-truck"
enterprises for decades, I imagined.

Nlclc Sortal
Editorial Page Editor

I made a note to study the developments of
this day-to-day confrontation, possibly
graphing which truck carried which market
segment, and also comparing how each
truck met the demands of its target market.

Less than a week later, the blue truck was
gone. So much for marketing studies.
Here's why the blue truck suddenly popped
up in front of the CemmWlications BUilding
a:-.d then left, just as suddenly:
The white truck, owned by W. C. Meier,
started the conflict wbi!n it moved in on the
blue trucks' market segment, which is the
students who live in the dorms and go out
evenings to the trucks to buy goodies. The
blue trucks, owned by Barrett Rockman,
didn't like the white truck moving in on their
turf, so to get even Rockman sent one of his
gang to set up right next lo the white truck
during noon. Mei~r·s peak soles period.
FortWlately, the two owners sat down and
talked the thing out, and, since they both
offer essentially the same services, they
agreed to cut out the haggling and not move
onto each other's turf an·<m'lre.
Heck, the two aren't ~En mad at each ' '
l'tht:r.
f

•••••
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"Willie's a fine person." Rockman said of
hi~ "competitcr." "In fact, we ended up
bemg able to provltie a service to the
students we haven't provided before."
BE-fore the "conflict," Mr. Sandwich
trucks used to be at ThomPSon Point Wednt.'sday through Saturdav tLights. (In prior
semesters, they had been :1i Thompsnn Point
every night.l After Meier and Rockman sat
down and talked things out, the Mr. Sandwich trucks will be there only on Friday and
Saturday nights, but the white truck will be
there the other five nights.
Rockman said he was looking for a way to
cut back on hours, since he's phasing out of
the munchie truck business. (He's been in it
for 17 yt>..ars. l
''I'm glad we got thi~s settled in a nice
way. We're still friends,' Rockman said.
Meier said he wouldn't comment on the
situation, preferring instead to keep a low
profile. I He did say in passing, however, that
he thought Rockman was a nice guy, too.>
But aU is not lost in the study of marketing
and the munchie truck business, for Rockman had some observations that should
prove helpful to anyone ever running such an
operation. To w1t: Sandwiches help to
stimulate "truck loyalty" and return purchases much more than pre-packaged goods
do.
"When we moved ne:r.t to them t!> compete
for the noon-hour busin~. we solei a lot of
the junk fooci, but few sandwiches, althoulth
we were offering the sandwicht!S at half.
price," Rockman said. •·customers who
wanted jWlk food just went to the shortest
line, but we couldn't get his sandwich
loyalty. I guess they figure that a twinkie is a
twinkie no matter where you buy it, but
sandwiches are different."
In a way. it's good that tt-te whole thing got
worked out amicably. Students still get the
same service they r,l.,.ays had before, and
everybody's still l'jM!aking to eac~ other.
Shucks, I w::a..•m't worUI a. · dam in
marketing, anyway.

'

'
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Equality requires revealing truth
I do not relish the writing of
this letter. since I recognizr that
some people who I care for may
not understand the need for me
to rise from my lethargy and
defend 1\ls. Penner-and her
right to say what she rlid and
have it printed in your p!'perfrom the att:t.:ks of mealymouthed liberals such as
Donald X. Williams (f'eb. 21
DEl.
1\lr.
Williams
should
recognize that there are. fortuitously for humanity. those
who will not follow his dictates
as to what they should write.
There are tlmse who will write
of things as they see them and
write of things as they are
regardless of t.;s dictates and
literal harrassment. To speak of
racism on the part of
minorities. whether Black.
Chicanos, Jews, ad infinitum.
and sexism on the part of some
women
is
unfortunatelv
'lecessary as true equality
cannot come about through

.~..'Vews

I raised mv childr~n tln
Public Aid due in part to the
denial of positiMs because of
my race. And I have been
denied jobs since I graduated
from SIU on this basis as well as
the basis of sex. To say I am no;.
bitter would be an overt lie: and
this bitterness has often made it
difficult to keep advocating
equality.
·

"l'he doctrine or "affinnative
action" is both racisl ami sexist'

can 't be all good

This letter is in responSt• to
Chorsie E. Martin's letter.
'·Racism nothing new" •Feb. 20
DE I. which was written in
response to the commmtary,
"Switching channels to rads:n ..
Web. 18 DEl.
First of all. Chorsie. ~ ou
directed your comments toward
the Daily Egyptian ror leapu"lg
upon and publishing such a
racist commentary. Chorsie. it
is the duty of a newspaper to
cover slaries or interest to its
readers and to publish thclse
.,;tories as truthfully and factually as possible-whether the
new.IJ is good or bad. The
commentary was definitely
perbnent and of direct interest
to the students and faculty of
SIU..C. Not to report such a
story would be the real injustice
of

obscurir.g or denying truth.
It is liberals. such as Mr.
Williams and others. who have
been throwing up flack about
i\ls. Penner and havf' brought
about such nefariou.c; plans as
"affirmative action." I am fully
aware that many minoi ity
persons-· and a lot or poor
whites-- need help in achieving
their maximum potential.
However. once that help has
been ~iven. they have no rignt
to be judged on anything but
ability.

~~r,~ou regret that the

lJE has not set a record for
showing "frightening"_ con~rn
for the "blatant" racasm wath
whicl: black students are confronted daily. You speak of an
overt fonn ol racism in which
white students group together
on class group projects and
blacks are ignored and verbally
overruled as class project
leaders even though tJJey have

Robt'rt
Carbondalt'

IBobl

Phillips.

Kennedy name is
candidate, not man
Sen. Edward Kennedy has
become a pr~mary candidate
for the 19110 presidential race. It
seems that tile name. Kennedy.
is the candidate rather than the
man.
If John Smith cheated his way
through school. caused a
woman s death and has marital
problems, who would vot~ f~
him'? People would laugh tn has
race. If John Smith was not able
to ar.swer questions without

le¥el of ineelligence in a field. It

even

::ir:r:s~~: ';;::;::..~~

does not r.tean that everyone
with the same degree of
education hc!ds lite same level
of intelligence or has the same
leadership ability. as can
clearly be seen in yo!lr case.
It is mind boggeling to me

~: ~~:~~~~\:.~r~m

possess no more intelligence
than to write such a letter
showing only biased ideas with
no factual evidence to support
it. If your letter was
representative of your thinking
and intelligence. it is no wonder
you can communicate bet~er
with your cat Tom than wtth
staff writers of the DE-Alan
w. Pieper. Gradaa&. As•ktan&.
AgribU!IillftS Ec:ODOIDks

Alii can say is that if you are
going to do the job right, you
might as well finish il
If yot1 ever decide that you
don't need it anlmore, please
WaD Street Quadrangles.
return it and I wall be happy to
Of all the dumb things to~! use my wire and my antenml
Why didn't you take the ware again.
that you left in my car ~~ the
And you call yourseU students
antenna too? What use JS at to ol SIU'?-Pa& hecilli, J..U.,
me, now that my CB ·is gone'? Allmillis&radve Sciellee

This letter is directed t~ard
the little children who dec1ded
to steal the CB ou~ of my car
Feb. 21 in the parkmg lot of the

Permanent athletics fee hike?

r-

and even worse it is a betray:~!
or the human race. It promotes
the idea or dividing up what pie
there is at the expense or white
males. rather than having the
vision to bring about a \\ orld
where evervone can do what
thev like and like what they uo.
(would lilra to commend l\ls.
Pennt>r aga .... ;tnd hope that • •e
does not aliow ohonv. tw·J·bit
liberals to com 11and ~.er to
silence. I think Ms. Penner
knew what flack she would
receive when she wrote her
story: and I am somE-what
proud \o know that there are
people at SIU who will undergo
attacks to promote the truth.
As for those I call friends who
may take offense at what I have
written. I am sorry. But I. too.
~Tile of the things as I see
them and write of thtc< U'ings as
they are. If 1 m•:st staml alone
for this. it will be nothing new
since I ha\'e stood there longer
than most men can remember.

the same degree of education.
'iou ask. "Should not blacks
al~o be assertive'?" Being
as~rtive and being able to be
accepted as a leader are indi\·idual ;:haracteristics which
the class recognizes in a person.
In a democratic system leaders
c.-annot be shoved down the
throats of the population. but
are chosen by the population.
Defl!ree of educataon means

Finish what you starl

This letter is in regard to the
athletic fee increase. I'm on the
women's tennis team and am
grateful for the opportunity to
be involved with women's
athletics. From my experiences I've learned many
valuable iessclfiS and I'm sure
many fellow alhletes would say
the same.
A ,...rmanent fee increase is

open forum on th• edr 'Or tal page\ feor

It would be a shame if others
could not be given a chance. to
participate at this Unive~aty
because we chose not t~ g1ve
our financial support. nnnk of
all the less worthy programs
we've had ttt support thrwg.lt
mandatory taxes and fees.
Alumni donations, gate
receipts and student recruitment should not he the issue in
question. The question is
whether we want to support
fellow students who want to do
something with their lives
through athletics. Isn't that
worth it'? -Deberalt B•rda.
Senior, Recreatioa

pre-tlfl'itten aDSwers who wc;uld

consider

him

for

pr~::::C/y'? has a little tape
recorder ror a brain that has to
be turned .m by his advisers. He
has no leadership qualities and
should not even consider the
presidency. He is trying_ to
prove to his mommy that he IS a
good boy now by. usin~ the
whole country as gumea pags.Caroiya Maehr, Freshman,
l'ndeeided

Patriotism
may spell end
Iran. Afganistan and ~ilitary
·
to a
registration ha ve gaven nse
new
<old)
phenomenon.:
patriotism. But when ll
becomes a matter of yo~ng
men-and now women-gOt~
to war, 1 would l'ust like to poant
twe•n
out a sim e dif erence be
the love or one's country &nd
the desire. as General Patton
·used to say, to make the other

~

guy die for his country· N ti
lf you can<Indian)
check into
a ve
American
history
or
Native American thought, you
will probably find a people
whose love for their country
exceeds anything we white
people could imagine. But these
same Native Americans find
our
international
wars
detestable.
Why ? Because their _country
is something much daffere~t
lrom ours. They love the1r
et.'UIIlry by tryi~~g totakecaf! of
the land and each other. We
prove our love for it by showing
how many people we'd _be
willing to kill on the other Side
of the world if those people
dared threaten the way we •re
destroying our owr environment.
The old Hopi m:vth .w.ill
probably come true: Whate
people will disappear from
, , America. .. because of . their
·· •·patriotism." - Ray••••
Breenma,
Prnillea&'s

needed-nut ji&St for one yearso that we can maintain sm:s
classification In Division I. '_l'his
anows our athletes to compete
in the broadest variety of
~rft Pretcra•
sports
'1 ...
,••,·......................,. . .....,. ........................ -•••--· . . -•~••••·•--••·-••+llt_,._,...,._~. . . ~..........,.,••••••"•"•..'

Selli•.

rnues and rd~s oy
~.~~trrters
Opm•ons e•
preued on n·.•s• pages do not
neceuorrly reflect thCP po''''O"'
the
Umvl'rtrfy
odmrnrsrrot•on
Srgned

dttCuUton of
r..aders and

o'

edrtOI'rofs. and comm•ntortes rttpreseont
the opr,.,rons of the authors only LJn
,,gned edrtorrols repTft5enf o con1ensus
of the nevnpoper s fd•torro' (l)mm•"•
who\• memtJ.rs ore- th~ stud•"' edrtor
rn ch••' theo .drtorrol pogeo ftdrtor o
newt stolf memb•r
the monogrng
11drtor ond a Journolrstn School loculty
membttr

LHTEIIS POI.ICY L•rlers Ia '"• ~,ror
moy b. submrUed by mo.l or drrectly to

the (!d••onol pogtt ed•tOI' Room 1141
Letters should ~
'yp•wnften dotJbl• spaced. and shovtd
r,ot •uceed JSO "-'Ot"ds All ,.,..,.., ore
1iub,ecJ to ed•trng and thos• wh.ch ll'te

Com~nvnrcot•ons

~d,tor'

con,.rder ltbftJovs or rn POOf' ~ue
IIWrl; ,...or b• publrsheod AH letreon mtnt b.
srgned by ,,, oufttor\ Stvdeonts must
rdentrly thems•lves by clan and rna,or
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and deportme-nt
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Adrenaline is pumping
in flush campaign
James J.

Kilpatrick
Nashua. N.H - George Bush of Texas. a fellow who is
regularly identified as "the fonner,"" may well become
"the current" despite his showing in the New Hampshire
primary Tuesday. And if he manages to regain momentum
going into the next few primaries. B11sh wall be very hard to
stop before the Republicans g<~.ther in Detroit in July.
Bush is a former congressman. a fonner U.N. ambassador. a fonner envoy to Peking. a fonner director ol
the CIA and a former national chainnan of his party. New
Hampshire could make him the current front-runner. By
every indication. Bush has almost demulished the lead that
Reagan once enjoyed. He is riding the !llomentum of victories in Iowa and Puerto Rico. and by his own description,
"the adrenaline is pumping."
He is 6 feet 2. rangy. craggily handsome. physt<'ally !it.
He is 55 but as he keep!'; reminding audiences, "I feel hke
3S." He' has manag.d t.n pull \he pitc::h

a(

his bolc::e dDwft

from a high C to a ~:>.Jut B-flat. but in moments of excitemeal

be still is jliven to coJonttura squeaks and wlrint.Jes. ••f'rn
doing better as a speaker.·· be says. ''buC I'm 110 wrm.m
Jennings Bryan." Thc1t ·s a fair appraisal.

Bush is the eager-beaver ball player who runs out every
hit. He gets marvelously tangled_ in his own ~yntax. He
talks about shipl-Oing "Alaskan oal to Alaska. when _he
means Japan. On the matter Taiwan. "we have active
exchanges of cultural exchanges." He hopes that w~
people are old and ~1ck. they won't have to depend "on ~
parents." He meant to say children. The trouble wath
President Carter is that "he sees the wo~ld the way ~
wishes it is." Bush at a lectern as Bush on farst base;_ he _IS
alwavs pounding his mitt. scuffing up the ir.faeld, getting m
a few knee-bends to keep loose. He is supremely confident.
On one recent morning. Bush arose at 6 in. the hom~ ol
fonner governor Hugh Gregg. took his mornmg drubbing
from the Manchester Union Leader, jogged a couple ol
miles. got into a starched shirt and impeccable suit. bad
breakfast with a wandering Washington correspondent and
set oul on the trail.
_ _
The first stop was a large Chevrolet dealersht~ m
~i&llChP..ster. where he toured the whole pla!'t-a~tif!~.
sales, parts. body shop. lubrication. showmg an aVId. mterest an eld>aust pipes. He spoke from _the bac~ of a nafty
the ho
t h f the
new pickup truck in
s wtuom, maKmg a p1 c or
free enterprise system. .
.
Second stop. Alvirne Hagh School. an Hudson. ~e spoke
chieOh on foreign affairs. belabon~ the presadent for
f
1 of sharp
"vaci lation and waffling." He ie1
a coupe
questions, charging the ball: Yes, he s~y favored
registration of both womm and men or a possibit; draft. No,
he did not bela"eve ha·s association with Richard Naxon w.
....ould_
,_
hurt him: "I'm not one who likes to see everybody P!~
on Richard Nixon. I thir.k he did some pretty good lhinP:
A student asked if Bush supported Senator Kennedy's biD
"to take our guns a-.ay from us." No, said ~ush. ~·!Jut,!
don't think you'v~ accurately stated Kennedy s posatioa.
Third stop, Sl. Stanislaus Hall in Nashua. Balloons.
Crepe paper swags. A comet band. Middle-aged folks ia
straw beaters. The adrenalin was pumping. Bush bad a
thousand adoring fans on hand, and he gave them a firstrate performance. He snagged a liner having to do with a
"slush fund" contribution to his Senate bid in 1970. He
Oawle;sly fielded a dribbled bUf!t about the invidious
Trilateral Commission. He had his anns going in every
direction. up, down and sideways.
nae evening saw two separat~ ·•cattle ~~:: when
Bush showed his conformatioo an competition wtth the
other candidates. He did fairly well. but these were
scoreless innings for him. What might impress an unruly
crowd o1 gun nuts'? Not much. when John Connal.~y ~ f«_JJ'
the grand slam: "Ah grew up in south Texas, sa1d B•g
Jawn ·~ith a gun in mat: hand."
B~ made it back to tied about midnight. By the s~ndards of ttte Bush campaign. it had been a!' easy day- Was
he Ured? .''Gosh. no." said the candidate.· "l·feel great. I
feel like 35."-COPYRIGHT, 1980. UNIVERSAL PRESS
••SYNDICATE
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TheI sun hasn't set on the f.~at man
, ..

• '! ~

~ ~

By J-n Baler
StlldHt Writer

In a remote Southern Illinois
city. only 20-minutes from
Carbondale, lives one of the
world's most celebrated living
legends, the illustrious Mintlesota Fats.
To stop in this colorless
Oatland of Dowell, where the
famed pool hustler 11nd his wife
have resided for 40 years. a
person would almost need to
have a good excuse. One of the
few iJood excuses is to meet the
indh·idual who has astonished
the w«ld with the magic he
performs at the wa•te of a cue
stick.
Now a zesty 80-years-{)ld,
Rudolf Wanderone !Fats' real
name I persists with unyielding
pride that he is still the champ.
"I am the greatest there is."
he clamors. "I can beat
anybody living at any time I
want, yoo understand?"
A winning streak which extends over half-a-<:entury is a
tough record to refute. He
makes a fair point. However,
while Fats maintains that he
has never been defeated ''for
money,'' he admits that his
arch-rival Willie Mosconi. as
well as othf.-r renowned pool
players. have defeated him
manv times in "non-SE>rious"
toun1:tments. He said Mosconi
is a "fun" pi..~-('r whilE> he is a
"money" (>layer.
Fats sa"·s that if it wasn't for
his giving them !other pool
players 1 publicity. no one would
have ever heard of Moscom or
anv of the others.
.-.Not one of 'em could be in
the limelight if not for me," he
laughed.
.
At 215 pounds. Fats is not
quite the colossus he is envisioned to be. He must ha"·e
weighed more in his yoonger
davs. when the nickname was
established. Fats said the raame
stuck following his defe••l of
three of the grea.•est pool sharks
in Minnesot...
··By that time I had already
beat everybody clear around
thf' earth." he chimed. "They
could have used Minnesota

:
:, I : · '1'>. T~:i!ll"!llit!ll~l
Fats; Ne\0 York t"ats; Chicago,' • · ·
_...,._ __
Hong Kong. Tokyo ... "
t
Although his pool expertise 1
has flOOA'Il Fats to every part of
the world, rubbing elbows with
top celebrities, he said he
wooldn 't relish the idea of living
anvwhere but Dowell.
After the action is over. Fats
prefers to return to the simple
comforts that his home provides
•. im with. His nice, but far from
ostentatious home reOects his
preference for simplicity.
As he speaks he reaches down
to the groond to pet one of his
dogs. He feeds it a piece of
chicken filet, claiming that it is
the finest cut. An accumulation
of stray dogs and cats have
made the Wanderone's house a
haven for 100 homeless
creatures. His inherent compassion for disadvantaged
children and animals comes
from his parents, who "had
nothing."
"If a bum would come by or a
hungry animal. they'd give it a
crust of bread or some water,"
said Fats. According to the "fat
man." you don't have to acquire
great wealth to help people.
Helping people is something
that Fats has dedicated his life
to doing. It is commonplace for
Fats to play benefits for handicapped children.
Althou~h pool-playtng has
devated Fats into the multimillionaire bracket, it is not the
only lucrative factor of his life.
As tht~ owner of 16 companies.
including the Minnesota fo'ats
pool table t-nterprise, he has
reaptd co~iderable earnings
from ti-Jese pursuits.
Fats has never worked one
da•· in his life, but he has no
regrets about the eccentric way
he has made a living.
"Work is for suckers," he
said. "What does a person ha\e

Cruising for
• killer•••
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~,s:~i~ofire?r~i~s.:;:;:,to-fiv-=
These davs. an older Fats is
still the master of the cue stick.
He claims that age hasn't
resL"'icted him from traveling
and entertaining anyone from
l' .S. presidents to maharajas.

Arena Promotions Presents

Abacus business boominl{
TOKYO !APl-In the age
ol electronu: calculators.
Japan's abacus ma&ers didn't
count on prosperity.
They miscalculated.
Descended from the bead
frames and counting boards
developed by the ancient
Egyptians and Chinese. the
humble abacus is holding its

own against the lat~st in
electronic calculators from
Japan.
Indeed. sales are boomingto the relief of craftsmen in
Ono, a city in western Japar..
Developed in China more
than 8,000 years ago, the abacus
still i!l u~ extensively in most
Chim!<le c!nterprises.

BEFORE
YOU"RE DRAm~
YOU MIGHT WANT TO
FIND OUT WHY

@ HAN.EM

GlODETPOTTERS
In penonl ~

Forum: The Crisis is Southwest Asia
Today 1·3:30 pm

Plus
Flrefall
Monday March 3

7:30p.m.
Good seats
available

Ballroom D of
the Student Center

Weclnesclay
March5

Free Admission
You deserve more than the five minute anolysis
which NBC, ABC, & CBS offer each everting. Stop in,
if even for just one prese,totion, to find out more
about your possible future in Iron ond Afghoniston.
SchHule of Speellen
1:....1:JI Dr. Wllllem Henlenltur1"lnstaltlllty.:.~:~

;!:,..

1:»-2:M Dr. Will..... s. 'urly "'he South Asle Crisis &
GloMI Security''
2:.... 2:31 Dr. lulre "Soviet lnter. .tsln South Aile"
2:31-3:• Dr. Melvyn 1. Nethenson "Domestic
lmplicetlons of the Crisis"
J:et-•~• Dr. Lelend G. Steulter "A ..hclnlst•n •nd lr•n:
An Overview of Soviet/ Amerlc•n Forelen Polley"
Co· Spomo.-ed by the Groduat• Studettf Counc•t I '"" Oo•ly Egyption
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7:30p.m.

Tickets Only
$6.50

Tickets: $6.50. S5.50, $1 50
$2.00 discount for StU students
Children 12 & under

*

_. ,........

Tickets available ot the A reno
Speciol Tickets Office, Student Center
and all Arena Outlets

··~~·.

SllJ AllENA..er

BETWEEN TIME
AND TIMBUKTU
A Space F•nt•sy
Written By
KURT VONNEGUT

"An
lnte....tl...
•lternathre
for•
Wecl....t.y

Afternooft..
-Pr. . .nts-

11Eclucatlon on
theWe•t . . nk"
lty
Jared Dorn.
Aut. Director of
lnternatloncll Eclucatlon
How con education on the
West Bonk of Palestine effect
the possibility E ) .
of o Palestine
State

DESPAIR
By

Rainer Werner Fassbinder
starring
Dirk Bogorde, Andrea Ferreol

~

Sunday. hlarch 2ncl

Starts the · - • of March 3. 1tl0
Interested in Yoga, Auto Mechanics,
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Mike Herzovi says, 'Go for it!"
and he does~ despite l1is l1andicnJ1
8\· Jl"nell Olson
Staff Writt>r
His rules for Jiving are "like
yourself" and "respect yourself." And his n;otto is ··Go for
it'"
TID.•t is precisely what !\like
Henov1. a junior in radio-TV,
did wlwn he auditioned for a
part in th~ upcoming Calipre
Stage uroduction of "The Ballad
of the Sad Cafe." The play will
be performed at 8 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday on the
Calipre Stage. located on the
second floor of the CommiBiications Building.
Even though Herzovi hasn't
acted in a play since he was in
seventh grade. director Frank
TOID·.angeau asked him to read
for tl!e part of Cousin Lymon.
oiM' of the three major
characters in ''Sad Cafe."
t:ousin Lymon is a dwarf.
Henovi isn't, but because of a
birth defect he is 4 feet 6 inches
taD. His arms and legs are short
in proportion to his body
because his mother's and
father's genes didn't couple
correctly.
"I don't let my handicap stop
me from doing things," Herzovi
said. "I like challenges. I've
lk'Ver been afraid to take a
chance."
Acting out the part of Cousin
Lvmon is one of the challenges
Herzovi has undertaken since
he arrived at SIU-C three years
ago. He has also tried horseback riding and he recently
decided to apply for a reside"!!
assistant position in the dorms.
If he gets the job as an RA. he
~iD be one of few handicapped
persons at SIU-C to do so.
"You've got to know that
people are willing to give you a
chance before you're willing to
lake ooe;· Henovi said. "I£ I
would 'have felt there was :-10
WAY J could gel !he job. I
wouldn't ha\·e applied for il.
.-\ctuaUv. I went back and forth
severaftimes before I madf' mv
decision to apply. It's pr.1babl~·
the hardest decisio11 l'\e e\'er
made."
Herzo\; said the decision was
difficult because he wondered
what would happen if he was put
on a floor with "a bunch of
rowdies.··
"Because of mv size I was
worrieri that I might not be as
effective. Some people car. be
\'ery vicious. you know. Wt,en I
interviewed for the job. I was
asked-and I love the wav it
\'as put-'Considering your
physical limitations. what

IIJ"hneJS •

Tonight

JIM SCHWALL
611 S. Illinois

Chen's Four Seasons
Restaurant
Highway 51, South CarboMiaJe
Welcome you to en loy our Daily
I
Special for lunch or cllnner
i
-Served with soup & hot t - - 1
MON.- Almond Chlcllen
FRI.- Twice Coolcecl
TUES.-Sw-t & Sour Pork
Pork
WED.....f Chop Suey
SAT .-Chicken w/
THURS.-Shrimp w/
ouortetl V ...
auortocl
SUN.-Dry •ralaecl
-lrlftll this e4 ,_free Ice ere.Sllcetl fish

Staff photo by Uwigh: Nale

:\like llenovi lct>nterl. a junior in radio-TV. rehearses with
:\lichael Duel llefU, .\llyson l\1oni'OE'. Michael Logan and Lori
Sackman for the Calipre Stage production of "The Ballad ol the
Sad ('afe."

would you do if some rowdies
broke out at two in the morning"' That's probably the
worst thing that could happen to
t'fle on the job. Obviously. I'm
not goi~ to stop the fight. I
would simply call both the head
resident on dutv and securitv."
Herzovi said he wants the job
because "I think it would be
fun.·
"It would gi\'e me a chance to
meet a lot of different people. It
would gi\'e me some tastt- of
leadership and responsibility
and it would help me find out
mflre about mvself... llerzovi
added.
·
While applying for t.he RA
position was Ht•rzo\'i'!: hardest
decision. it wal'n't the most
pa•r.ful experience he ha~ been
tt'.rough.
"When I was 16 I fell in love."
said 20-vear-{)ld Herzovi. "It
was the first time I felt the girl I
~ared for cared for me. She had
a disease and was al...-a~s in and

••nnencem Jttfl
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out of the hospital. Then one day
while she was in the hospital. a
friend told me that she wasn't
going to make it. That about

.tter your - • ·

Call for mrry-out Mt-72n

cCoaliaaN oa !'age- ,,
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Mens Clothing
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freaked me out- tot?.av. 1
cried. sent her now!rs ·and
wrote a letter tellin17, her how 1
felt. She died two weeks later.''
Did you ever hear from her?
"No. l'll nevt>r reallv know
how she felt. I wmt to ttie wake
and her mother was vt>rv nice. 1
don't know if I've · totallv
rt>eovert>d yet. There are s·.iil
li'lles when I miss her."
Despite tht> pai11ful ex·
perience, Herzovi admitted :hat
he would like a new relationship.
"For awhile I was worried
that I wouldn't find a girlfriend.
I had to sit rm·self down and
say, 'Hey, one' of these days
you'll get a girlfrind. If you
don't, that's OX. It would be
nice. but it's no big deal.· Then I
felt fine. I talk to myself a lot. I
think it's important. You've got
to be friends with yourself."
l'erzov1 said.
Even though he doesn't feel a
,eed for a wife and children, he
said he doe!! hope to have a
family someday.
"I want kids. I think they're
neat," Herzovi said. Unless his
birth defect is a recessive trait.
charu~es are that Herzovi's
children would be handicapp-~.
"I still want them though." he
said. ''Life is worth living and I

don't have the ri~ht io deny
s!"meone that lift' just bt'Caus£>
I m afraad tl will be hard for
him or he-r."
".The- only thing that I'm afraid
maght happen to my kids is that
they'll be sour. If they are
handicapped. I hope they don't
blame somebody for it. I hope

born handicapped and you knew
that som£>thing likl' this would
happen. \l.hy am I here?' But
it's •. · t ftm to say things likt'
that ...and I like tu have fun."

"(:om~itiPrillfi! .'·our

"I didn't blame him. but I did
<!sk him why." he said.
Did you get an answer"
"Well, I can get deeply
philosophical and sav I'm on
this earth for some reason.
Maybe it's because God likE-d
old radio dramas and I'm i•ere
to resurrect them."
Herzon said he plans to get a
master's degree in speech
communication
when
he
finishes his undergra1uate
work in radio-TV. He then hopes
to get a doctorate degree so he
can teach college students how
to produce radio dramas.
"Life is getting better as I get
older," Herzovi said ".My
parents showE-d me that there is
nothing I can't handle. I guess
I'd say that is my greatest
achievement-realizing that
there's nothing I can't do. Being
handicapped is not such a
terrible, terrible thing."

l''•.nirnllimittltion.t~~

u·lull lf'ollltl you
tlo if somP ro~t·tliPs
brok~» md at tu·o

;, tilt» morrtilll!?•'
they don't have a sour outlook
on life." Herzo\·i said.
Did you ever blame anyone
for your handicap?
":'llo, my folks didn't know
that this would happen. Actually. I could be sour and say to
my parents, 'Since my brother,
who is three years older. was

Herzovi. who is F.aslern
Orthodox. added that he •lev~r

~:~h~~ God for his handicap

Arnold's Market
Blue Bell Hot Dogs
99c
Bacon
99c/lb.
Deli Sandwich of the week $1.H

Hot eye of round Roast Beef,
sliced thin 8 piled high on a Cristaudo's Kaiser
Located iust 1 y, miles .-outh of campus on Rt. 51
Ma~Frl7

a.m.-11 p.m. Sat and Sun I a.m.-11 P.•·

Wednesd.Jy
is

••PITCHER DA y••
at Ouatro's-opening 'til12p.m.
with the purchase of any
medium or large size pizza
you get a pitcher of Coke or beer

Urge for sister 'a deep one,'
says the author of 'Sisters'
SAl\ FRANCISCO IAPI Woe to the woman who goes
through life without a sister.
She doesn't know what she's
missing. says Elizabeth Fishel,
author of "Sisters." a book
exploring the subject of
sisterless women.
l'ishel says the "urJZe to have
a sister is a deep one." and a
sisterless woman often wdl fill
the void unconsciously by
making surrogate sisters of
cou.o;ins or friends.
"There is an urge to llave
somebody intenseiy involved in
'he identification process,"
savs Fishel. 29. "Whether it's a
coi.tsin. a friend or a blood
sistl'r. there's an age-old need to
have a sister because there's a
certain kind of sharin~ involved

that other relationships don't
have."
Fishel said "A sister is that
person who is utterly like and
unlike vou.
"She· has the same parents.
same schools. same house and
shares many of the same things.
Yet shes not the ~me age. the
parents may not show the same
amount of attention and the
environment could be much
different."
Fishel said that what sisters
learn from each other is much

J!::~ ~~~i~:t~:r~t

they
"Whether it's about wearing
a bra or going out with boys,
many women teU me that the
person they always tum to is
their sister."
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Soviet expansion focuses attention on Pakistan
Bv Andrew Zinner

sian Wri~r

Pakistan has been thrust into
the worldwide arena of interest
since the Soviet Union moved
into Pakistan's neighbor to the
north and west, Afghanistan.
Speculation has been that the
Soviets may continue their
military aggression into
Pakistan, with a \'"iew toward a
warm-water port. The U.S.
government has offered a1d to
thP suddenly-imp;>rtant
counu·y. According to the
president of the Pakistani
Student Association, the people
of his homeland have mixed
views on the situation.
Asad Haider .>aid there are
two different views present in
Pakistan concerning the threat
of SO\·iet aggression
"The common people, who
don't know what is h.. vpening in
Afghanistan because the media
is controlled and censured by
the government. are not
worri:?d." he cxplained. "But
the more k'lowledgeable
people. those who :ravel and get
different views, are definitely
concerned."

th~:a~a't!'iC:~f~~rx::!:~~

have been friends since Richard
Nixon visited them when he was
vice-president in the 1950s.
I see things in a different
perspective, since I have been

all over the world." Haider
explained. "Our relationship
with the Uruted States has had
its ups and downs. US policy is
not consistent. Pakistan helped
the United States and China
come together. We saw this as a
gesture of friends 'tip," he said.
Some authorities on the
situation have said that the
Soviets may take advantage of
the fact that the Baluchi people,
who Jive in western Pakistan,
are apparently discontented
with the present regime of
General Zia ul-Haq and would
like greater independence from
the
repressive
military
government.
One of these experts is
Richard Kurin, a visiting
professor
in
community
development, who has studied
Pakistan for 10 years. He said
the Soviets may be -villing to
supply
the
people
of
Baluchistan with money and
arms.
"Comhined with the Baluchis
in Iran. who are fighting the
Khomeini regime. and the
Baluchis in Afghanistan, now
under Soviet control, the
Russians definitely see an
opportunity to secure a position
in the Persian Gulf," he pointed
out.
He said because the Pakistani
Baluchis are at odds with the
current regime, and members

of the Sunni sec:t 1 the minority
sect in Moslem Irani, the
So\·iets have an opportunity for
agitation.
Pakistani native •iaider, who
receives correspondence
regularly from his homeland,
sees the Baluchi role differently, however.
"The Baluchis are a highly
religious people. Religion and
communism don't go together. I
think the Baluchis would be the
last group which would want
communism." he asserted.
He added that the Baluchis,
and all Moslems, are antiSoviet and opposed to anything
which is not reiated to religion.
"As kng as thf!re is a bei:Pf in
God. anv God," Haider emphasized:
Haider said that people in the
West percieve Soviet military
ag~;ression differently than
those in the East. He said the
Soviet actions, including their
Hungarian
and
Czec:hoslovakian interventions.
are part of a long-range trend.

le~fe~ :.~~tm'if T~~f::~:;i~~

scene. the Russ1ans will move
in there," he claimed. "Thev
were allowed to grab Hungacy
and Czechoslovakia, and will do
the same in Yugoslavia."
If the Soviet Union was to
expand into Pakistan, Haider
said the United States and

NRC is ready to beg-in licensing
nrtclear plants after moratorium
WASHINGTON !API - The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is ready to begin
licensing nuclear power plants
again tor the first time since the
Thrt'e l\lile Island accident.
~RC
Chairman John F.
Ahearne told Congress on
Tuesdav.
Ahearne said his agency's
seli-imposed moratorium-he
called it a ··pause"- could end
in the next few days when the
~RC considers granting an
interim operating license for a
plant near Chattanooga, Tenn.
Barring unforeseen complications. a ltcense will likely
be issue<!. to allow the plant to
begin "low-power" operation
within the next few Wt>eks.
Ahearne sa;d in testimony to a
House Appropriations subcommittt'e on energy.
If no problem~ develop aft~r
this shake-down period. the
plant could then go to full power
four to six months later. he
testifed.
The plant-the Tennessee
\'alley Authority's Sequoyah
t"nit ~o. l-is first on the ~RC's
list of H new plants that could
be put into operation in 1980.
:\ext on the ~RC's list of
almost ready-to-go plants is

Virginia EIPC!ric & Power Co. ·s
North Anna No. 2 plant in northcentral Virginia. Ahearne said.
No nuclt>ar plants have been
licensed since the accident last
March 28 at the Three 1\1 ile
Island plant near Harrisburg,
Pa.--the nation's most senous
commercial nuclea-r accident.
Ahearne said the II mnnths
since the Three .\lile island
accident have seen a major
revision of NRC safety standards and procedures. Needed
correctio!'s have also bl'en
made on existing plants to make
them safer. he testified.
I-:,.pccted licensing of the
Sequoyah plant "will be view('(i
as an end" to the licensing
freeze the NRC imposed upon
itself last fall. Ahearne told the
panl'l.
However. he !'aid thert> are
:;till some new Thrt'e 1\lile
Island-inspired requirements
that will have to tx, met before
the ready-for-operation plants
can be authorized. He said
decisions will be made ··on a
case-bv-case basis."
"In addition to Sequoyah No. 1
and North Anna N~. 2 plants.
the NRC told Congress tht$e
nearly completed pia 1ts could
be started up during 1!180:

Sequoyah No. 2; Salem No 2.
Salem. N.J.; Diablo Canvon
Nos. 1 & 2, near San Luis
Obispo, Calif.; Lasalle No. 1.
1-:lMIIe. Ill.; McGuire No. I.
l\lecklenberg. N.C.; Zimmer
No. l, Moscow. Ohio: fo'arley
No. 2. Dothan. Ala., San Or.afre
No. 2. San Cwmente, Calif.;
Shoreham No. 1. Long Island.
N.Y.: Summer No.1. Summer.
S.C.; and Watts Bar No. 1.
Spring City. Tenn ..
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China, a bitter rival of the
Russians. would help the
Pakistanis defend their land.
"We have been on good terms
with the Chinese for many
years." he asserted.
Haider, a graduate s:udent in
educational leadership, ~id the
linited States could have helped
Pakistan more during Bangia
Desh's fight for independence.
Now. he said, the educated
peoole there expect more from
America, and are disappointed
at the Jack of U.S. help.
The current Pakistaru regime
of General Zia, which has been
described as repressive and
corrupt. is just that. according
to Ha1der. He said the military
dictatorship has taken many
political pri!'oners, but added
that there is no rebel movement
in Pakistan such as the onl' now
battling the Soviets in
Afghanistan.
Haider said. though, that it is
"only a question of time" before
the Zia government is ousted.
Pakistani expert Kurin. who
has lived in Pakistan for a total

~~!~:~ l:t:ni~n !o~~d'ffk":~;)

return Pakistaattt a Civilian
fc ·m of governmePt, but h1·
continually cancels ~lections
because there are nr. stabl!'
parties in the poor land.
··A return to a civilian
government would be playing
with fire, in Zia's view," Kunn
explained.
He added that no one 1s
fighting Zia's regime becaus!'
he has control of the military.
and he said the situation is not a
"life and death matter." Th!'
army provides stability in
Pakistan, and Zia is trying to
preserve soc1al control while
cultivating a common ideologv
under Islam. he maintained. ·
"Zia probably doesn't want to
be president. but there is no
group to hold the countn
together now. and since th"tRussian move into Afghanistan.
the army and military regime's
status has been enhanced ...
K11rin said.
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Political science professor says

Notice

invasion of Yugoslavia W,~~,~~JY;::::~,;~n
By Michael Plnges

Staff Writ.r
Observers have been pondering what will happen in
Yugoslavia after the death of
President Josip BI'!Yl Tito, but
an SIU-C political scie.1ce
professor says the country is
unlikely to be the next target of
Soviet aggression.
"The Russians would have a
much harder time invading
Yugoslavia than they had in
Afghanistan," James Seroka,
associate professor of political
science, sa1d. "The costs Russia
would have to pay would be
disastrous."
The 87-year-old leader. who
has ruled with a tight ha;id for
3.'; years, is thought to have little
chance of surviving the
weakening of his heart a,..d
kidney functions following a
circulatory ailment for which
he entered the hospital Jan. 12.
But Seroka, who studied in
Yugoslavia in 1973 and 1974,
said there will be few changes
made in Yugoslavia after Tito'c;
death.
"The people are prepared for
whatever may happen," Seroka
said. "Every Yugoslav over the
age of 15 is taught what to do in
the case of invasion. In the
'people's defense' each person
has a military objective. For
instance, one person blows up a
bridge and another cuts off
communication channels."
Aside from the people's
defense, the regular Yugoslav
army is well re:.;pected, trained
and e<Juipped, Seroka said.
"It JUSt wouldn't t'P. worth it
for Russia to anvade.
Yugoslavia is 80 percent
mountains, and only light
weaponry would be useful,"
Seroka
said.
"Besides,
Yugoslavia is more heavily

to Yugoslavia. The country
consists of six different
republics and two autonomous
regions. There are three official
languages. The nation could be
fragmented by a struggle over
Tito's succession.
"After Tito's death, the
government may have to
control growing pro-Soviet
factions." Seroka said.
A viable threat is also posed
by Croatian terrorists who want
independence for the Croatian
Republic, Seroka said. The
terrorists have publicized their
demands for independence by
hijacking planes and attacking
Yugoslav diplomatic missions
around the world.
Seroka said the terrorists, or
"utashi. •· are oriented toward a
pre-World War II Yugoslavia
with a free Croatia.
An SIU-C student from
Yugoslavia agrees with Seroka.
The student, who doesn't wish to
be identified, said, "There may
be separation within the
country. but the people aren't
worried of the possibility of a
Soviet invasion."
"For the time being, the
greatest change in Yugoslavia
is that there won't be a supreme
leader," the. student said.
Yugoslavia will be ruled by a
colleetive presi~ and by the
24-member pa~·~y Presidium,
the supr~mt• body of the
Yugoslav Lu~ue of Communists.

Beginning March 3, 1980
The Bursars Office
Will be Open
8:30a.m. to 3:30p.m.
Monday through Friday

Iaber. The policy is credited for ·
the higher.. livinll standards
compared to most communist
countries, he said.
Seroka said it will take five
years before •the fate of
Yugoslavia arter Tito is known.
Seroka will return to
Yugoslavia on a Fullbright
Scholarship to study the implementation of secondary
school reforms in the public
legislature.
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Seroka said, ·'flto hasn't been
involved in the day-to-day
operations of the government
for some time. Most of the
important decisions regarding
such things as .inflation and
populated than Afllhanistan =:::r~ent bave been
with 22 minion. people in a
country the size o( Wyoming. ·
As the "father of the nonYugoslavia could be invaded
by Rus.o;ia in six weeks. ac- aligned countries." Tito has
the country independent of
kept
cording to a report by CBS' 60
Minutes. Thi!-. report may be the world superpowers, Seroka
said.
Tito's break with Stalin in
true, Seroka said. but it would
take much longer than that to 1948 was the first successful
defiance
of Russian control over
occupy the country.
Seroka said Vlat part of the the Communist bloc.
Yugoslav rr>; stique is the
Seroka said Tito's regime is
resistancr tr. invasion. "It known for its toj)en progressive
would be guerilla warfare,'' he attitudes, self-management
said.
policy and decentrali?f'!d
The principal strategic value political power.
of YugoslaVIa for the Soviets
Under the policy of selfwould be access to the Adriatic
Sea. which is a warm water management. factory workers
share the profits from their
port, Saroka said.
A Soviet invasion would
probably lead to U.S. involvement because we have a
GREEK SALAD (With Feta cheese.
SANDWICHES
!liATO
agreement
with
Greek olives, anchovy)
Yugoslavia. he said.
~~~~~~~GYROS
(U.S.
choice
beef
blended
with
In his press conference Feb.
Sm.1.40
·
with Greek spices and served on
13, President Carter said, "If
Lg. 1.85
we were called upon to give any
natural Pita bread) 2.10
kind t.f aid to the Yugoslavian
GYROS PLATE 2.85
PASTRIES
people in the future. we would
SUVLAKI (Greek Shish Kabob) 1.80
seriously consider it."
BAKLAVA (Layered with fillo. walnuts
KEFTES (Greek burger) l.71)
Seroka said internal inand honey) .75
~---~~
stability is a much greater
SPANAKOPITA {Spinach pie with Feta
YALA TOP ITA •75
threat than any external threats
cheese) 1_35
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Train closing
spells trouble
for farmers
KANSAS CITY, 1\Jo. ! AP 1
Les Hihbs hates to think about
whdt will happen if the little
town of Rexford, situated ;;n
some of the best farmland in
Kansas. ever loses its rail
sen.-ice.
But these davs. he has to think
•
about it.
On Sundav. March 23, when
the Rock Island Railroad ~inds
to a halt, Rexford and dozens of
towns like it in Colorado.
Kansas and Nebraska face the
prospect of losing the trains thai
carry their bounty to market.
"Financially, it would be a
disaster," said Hibbs. who runs
Rexford's grain elevator, with
an 825.000-bushel capacity.
"Lord, we've got a million
bucks worth of stuff sitting
here."
Hibbs' elevator and 70 others
like it lie along the 12 percent of
the Rock's 7,000 miles of track
in which no other line has expressed an interest. The
elevators and the t9WJIS tt:ey
serve face an uncertain future if
no railroad buys the track.
So far. none has.
"We're kind of the orphans
out hen.," Hibbs lamented.
Other
railroads
have
operated the Rock Island
system under government
subsidy since its finances dried
up last year. Those railroads
have bid on parts of the system,
but the 500-mile Denver-toOmaha stretch that serves
northern Kansas h;oo; gone
begging.
It's not for of la•:k of business.
Grain farmers 11long the line
produce more than one-fourth of
Kansas' wheat, .:om and milo.
The line shipped almost 32.000

ca~\~s~t:!!!te,\t~t ~~~~tess

. pit," said Da\'e Woodruff. the
-

Hoell

Island

official

,_,ho

distribute: cars along the route.
"You can ju,,t kePp- <:hovim! ~ars
in thE-re. and tnt:"y·a load theiTl ...

Two things are scat;ng off
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A mandatory meeting for all accounting majors and those
planning to major in aocounting has been changed from Thursday
to Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium. Proposed
changes in academic requirements will be discussed.
The Advent Screen TV in the Video Lounge of the Student CentPr
will be used for regular television programming from 10 a.m. tr, 3
p.m. daily while the Advent Screen on the third floor is being
repaired.
The Philos~hy Colloquium will present Professor John Anton of
Emory University who will speak about "A Propositional Theory
of Aristotle's Categories" at 4 p.m. Thursday in Faner Hall. Room
1326.

William H. T. Bush. president of Boatmen's National Bank of SL
Louis, will be the guest speaker at the annual banquet of the
Carbondale Clamber of Commerce at 7 p.m. Thursday at the
Student Center. His topic will Le the plight of the small
businessman. Tickets are $12 per person and reservations may be
made by calling 549-2146.
.
·
A special discount rate of 50 percent off on outdoor rental
equipment such as sleeping bags, tents and stoves is available to
students for spring break through the Base Camp iP the Recreation
Building. Reservations are being accepted for break.
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Compare vourself...

Roundtrip Packages.brive'n Save Packages
Activitie!'!

Daytona Beach-March 15·22
[J luxurious lodging-Whitehall

Inn
C 2lleated p?Ois ORestaurant C·Cocktaillounge
lJ Gulf Motr.«oach (not available) CJ Disney•· "'
0 Moonliglt Party Cruise··~··; Drive'n Save Pi<g. $99.00

Ft.
Lauderdale-Prime Location
0 Beautiful lauderdale Beach Hotel on the Ocean
0 Orive'n Save $1<>9-March 16-21

Aeon is offering instruction in ZaZen and Zen meditation
beginning at 7 p.m. Tuesday at 717 S. University Ave., phone ~

Padre ~~land

,,ssociation, meeting, noon.
Quigley 4th floor.
Department of Transportation,
meeting, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Mississippi Room.
Department of Child and Family
Services. meeting. 8:30 a.m. to
4:30p.m., Ballroom A.
Graduate Student Council. meeting.
noon. Ballroom D and 7 p.m.,
Mississippi Room.
SPC. meeting. 6 p.m., Missouri
Room.
IPIRG. meeting, 8 p.m., Iroquois
Room.
Cbrislians Unlimited. meeting. 9:30
p.m .. Mackmaw Room.
Human Sexuality, meeting. 7 p.m .•
Ulinois Room .
Pre-Med and Pre-Denial Society,
meeting. 7 p.m., Mackinaw
Room.
Geography Club. meeting, 8 p.m ..
Saline Room.
F••rum 30·Plus. meeting. 3 p.m.,
Oruo Room.
Saluki Swingers square dance. 6
p.m .• Roman Room.
Meditation (o'ellC>Wship. meeting. 7
p.m .. Sangam<u Room.
Backgammon l'lub, meeting. 6

potential buyers: a histor,1 of
labor problems along the line
and miles of track that would
need expens: . e repairs to bring
them into reliable condition.
With operation subsidies
;cheduled to enj in 3 1 ~ weeks,
the potential impact on the area
·s growmg frighreningly real in
.owns from f;oodldnd to
Belleville. whose economies
ean heavily on the railroad.
"The losses would bt>
;taggering," said Warren
3erringer. executive director of
he Goodland Chamber of
By Uninnity News Servi~e
::ommerce.
The first edition of what's
planned
to be an annual cash
In testimony at a recent state
hearing on loss P.f the railroad. award recognizing the conBerringer predicted Sherman tributions of some SIU-C emCounty could lose $1.88 billion in ployee for civic service will be
made later this spring by the
10 years without the railroad.
"Some people kind of shook Board of Trustees.
their heads at that figure." he
The $500 award will be made
58id. "but that's how important
tt is to our economy. And that's from the bequest to the SIU
Foundation from the family of
just one county."
lilcluded in Berringer's the late Lin(lell W. Sturgis of
:!Stimate were lost taxes and Metropolis.
• ;chool funds, railroad and
r.ex Kames. chairman of the
lnanufacturing jobs. and the
multiplier effect of those losses six-member nomination
committee. said any current
,n local businesses.
Not included. he said. were SllJ-C employee is eligible and
;uch unpredictable costs as that anyone may nominate
those for increased grain potential award recipients.
itorage or extra handling
The deadline for nominations
:1ecessary if trucks replace the
ffJr this year's award is March
:rains.
14. Nominations mav be sent to
If farmers are forced to use Kames at the SitJ-C Area
.rucks to Sf!nd their grain to Services Office, Carbondale, 10.
narket. or to nearby towns to 62901.
1e loaded on Union Pacific or
Sturgis was a member of the
:lurlington Northern trctin:s,
!Stimates are it would reduce board for 20 years. He was
·armers' incomes by 18 to 32 chairman of the board for two
years and retired in 1971.
~elits per bushel. recent offer.

SIU to tzit·e
$500 award
to employee

...
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Undergraduate
Student
Organization,
7 p m.,3
A and meelinl(.
Activ;ty Rooms
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ftJ!iV.

limited Space
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529-1944
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Dnve
n Save Pkg. $89.00
lrok.,sNo. Me 130519

p.m., Renaissance Room.

March 15-22

~ 6 day~~~ights

OCondomtmum
DSnorkeling
0~~ Diving

f{i\ctivities
sr'::~~g. .fo':i~ Qui~i"o!!nics

Coupon good 2 26·3 I

~ /!iltwlllifitl Jt>f'fil~ /lltt€lir.
1~/
S44t-2131
~
Sout. . .te

2211.

Little Egypt Student Grotto.
8

~

With th1s coupon.
Free Make-up Lesson
with S20 Cosmetic Purchase

·Barry Newmiller
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Astronomy Club. meeting, 8 p.m.,
Kasltaskia Room.
Panhellenic Council. meeting. 9:30
p.m .• Missouri Room.
Arnold Air Society. meeting. 6:30
p.m .• Ohio Room.
Inter-Fraternity Council. mee.ing,
9:15p.m., Activity Room A.
BAC-Campus and Community
Affairs. meeting. 5 p.m .. A :tivity
Room B.
Inorganic Journal Club. meeting, 4
p.m .. Neckers C2J8.
Student Alumni Board. meeting, 6
p.m., Faner 2179.
Public . Relations Student Society.
~.:.ling, 6:30p.m .• Panch Penny
Summer Program in Xalapa.
Me:ric:o. meeting. 4 p.m .• f'aner
21183.

Black Faculty, Staff. Studt>nt Rap
St'2'sion. 7 p.m .. Grirmell Hall.
Student Theater Guild, meeting. 5
p.m .• Sahne Room.
Phi Eta Sigma. meeting, 7 p.m ..
Activity Room A.
Muslim Student Organization.
noon. Activity Room 8.
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'Real People' 111akes NBC happy
Ry Pl'lf'r Rnyl'r
:\uocialf'd Press Tl'ltcvision
Writf'r

"Heal Prople" has made
somt' NBC' prople happy this
st>as~n by landing rt>gularly in
tht' ratings· upper ranks. where
~BC series have not exactly
been rt>gular tenants.
The show finic;ht'd in tht' top
ten two weeks ago an-i last week
it drew a series-high 42 .~hare of
the audience in beating ABC's
Olympics coverage.
"Real
People"
has
established its~lf by working a
mixture of one-lin<!rs and filmed
shorts on human folly - dancing on a thin line betweep
humiliation and com~v. At iL">
best, "Real People" i:s funny

and fresh: at its worst. it
resembles somt•tl!ing from tht>
Chock Barris factorv.
There seems sonit·timt>S an
absell(:e of empathy in the
"Real People" approach. a fine
difference in stvle that can
make a warm human interest
piece into d drcus sideshow.
There's a fellow in my nt>ighborhood wl>o alwavs wantt'd to
be a world-class ~ymnast. lie
realized that he'd never be
bt>tter than mediocre. but he
loves the sport and to this day
can be easily talked into pl'rforming a back llip lln the spot.
"Heal People" got wind of it.
afld did a piece on him. They
told his story nicely.
But ··Real People" didn't

CRISTAUDO'S FLIGHT RESTAURANT
l<Kated between Carbondale & Murphysboro
at the Southern Illinois Airport

leave Wl'll enough alone. Thev
showed him doing back flips in
grocery stores and in the
parking lot of the lumber vard
where he works and. finalh·.
they ran the film at fast speed io
the accompaniment of cartoonlike music.
As 1 say. there's a fine line
betwt>en picturing eccentrics
and ridiculing them. "Real
Peoplt>" walks tl-tat line with
heavy boots.
Matters of style and taste
aside. though. it is dear that
"Real People" has made its
mark. ABC is comir·g out with a

549·8522

Open7 days a
week for breakfast
or lunch!

Featuring Sunday
Brunch 10:30-2:00
Private P.oorr.
available, for
IL ncheon meetings

All sandwiches ore
served on our own homemade
breads-serving everything
from steak sandwiches to
omelets.

We can also accommodate your evening affairs
from "'eddings, receptions to special banquets - •
in an atmosphere unmatched in Southern Illinois

.
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People" has ger.erated a lot of
word-of-mou. n viewer support.

Danlleror1s tasks m.ay be refused
WASHINGTON
IAPl
American workers have a legal
right to refuse to perform tasks
they reasonably consider too
dangerous. a unanimous
Supreme Court ruled Tuesday.
The court upheld a federal
regulation that bars employer
retaliation against workers who
base their refusals on a belief
that th.- ass1gned tasks present
an immediate d.a!lger of death
or serious injury.
The 1973 regulation "clearly
conforms to the fundamental
objective" of the Occupational
Satety and H~'llth Act of 1970 ·"to prevent occt•pational deaths
and serious injuriel'l." Justice
Potter Stewart wrote for the

court.
Stewart's opinion. however.
emphasized that employers are
under no !ega. obligation to pay
workers w!Jo refuse assigned
tasks.
The ruling also warned that
"any employee who acts in
reliance on the regulation runs
the risk of discharge or
reprimand in the event a court
subsequently finds that he acted
unreasonably or in bad faith."
But the decision represented
a majur victory for workers and
federal regulators.
The 1970 law does not protect
public employees. those who
work £01' the federal. state or
local governments.

Tuesday's decision dealt a
legal setback to the Whirlpool
Corporation. which had argued
that the regulation was inconsistent with the 1970 OSHA
law.
Whirlpool was sued by the
Labor Dt>partment in 1974 after
it took disciplinc.ry action
against two employees who
refused to perform a task they
deemed dangerous at a
household appliance plant in
Marion. Ohio.
The OSHA law prohibits
employers from firing or
discriminating against employees who filed a safety
complaint against them.

Early Dlinois newspaper
sold to Chronicle Pub&shing
BLOOOMINGTON. Ill. tAPl
- The Dai~antagraph. one of

:!':is~~ to~~~:

Co.. publishers of
the San 1-'ranciS<.'O Chronicle.
Anouncement of the sale was
made Tuesday by Davis U.
1\lt>rwin.
president
and
publisher of the paper. founded
in 11W6.
Merwin will remain president
and chief executive officer of
1-:vergreen <:ommunications
Inc.. publishers of the Daily
Pantagraph. Peter E. Thieriot
of the San Francisco Chronicle
will becomt> publisher of the
Pantagraph once the transaction has been closed. No
finalizing date was announced.
P"&~blishing

COMING SOON
_ylnv's :Ji~rllmv

Thieriot has been viee
presdient for operations of the
San fo'l"ancisco Newspaper
agt!lk.-y and has directed the
Chronicle's real estate Division.
The Panatagraph will be the
first newspaper acquisition for
the Chronicle Publishing Co. In
addition to the Chronicle. the
c.,mpany publishes l.>ooks.
syndicated newspaper columns
and owns and operates
televisian stations. CATV cable
systems and real estate
developments.
"We are extremely proud to
have been able to acquire a
newspaper with the his~ory and
stature of the Panatagraph."
said Richard Thieriot, president
of the Chronicle Publishing Co.
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FIGURE CONTROL

Woth the help of a ma101 u.~oversoty.
we hawe the lJest programs available
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and whorl pool as often as possoble

htnessprogram

DERCISE CUSSES

Exe~cose classes (led by our trarned
instructors) are held hourly throughout
the day

EQUIPMENT

The most modern e•ercose equopment
available aii'J the hnowledge to help
wou useot

ULTRA TAN
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-
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1967MUS1'ANG.289V-8.
badly rusted. Asking $250. Phone
549-1064 after 5.
3861A~!07

------·-·--19;1 VW BUG. 100 miles on rebuilt
~~'i:,.n!\.~f~~res.

m~::c'o7

30

1968 VW CAMPER. Needs new
engine. Call457-5109t•rS49-0451.
B3902Aal08
'74 OOirPE DI'~VILLE. white, new
alternator. no;ow front tires, com-

~~ =~~:r l~~.g,;a~~U:.~

529-2096. call after 8pm. 3896Aa 107

1978 CHEVY PICKUP · 811 10

tu.otst.~t~~~- g~i~

p.s., p.b.\ cruisecontro~oocket
seats, dua1 tanks, etc. 19.000 miles,
immaculate condition. 457·2642
before 5:30.
83894Aal09
RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION,
1965 Ol!bt 98. New tires, brakes,
exhausL 12rnpg on regular. Must
seD • Leaving Country. Jeff 457su;& after 6pm.
3899Aat09

SUY AND SELL used furniture
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The Music h •
and

N. NewEraRorxf Carbondale

457-6319
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*MUIICMAN......al
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*NAGA'IIIONICS CAirliliDGIS
*CAR HI Fl COMPONIN1'S
Com• in and SM why .... ,. gelting to
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35 MPG! '78 Renault· LeCar. Gold
Front wheel drive. AM·FM
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37t9Aa108

.......................
---- ,

The Wall Street Quads
1207 S. Wall
or colt
457-4123

Pets & Supplies.

OFFICE HOURS:

n.au6t........,.,......

Mon-Thur-Fri 9 to Spm
Saturda 11·3 m

s

th. train station

1~t;e:.!: ~~ ~~lre~T::!e~~~
t!J.:£~ ;:r !:!.,!~!\:~/;~:

893-2124.

'71 Fa.t SL 121 ....... 4cyl.
'76 p_.tcy;...-. a.c.
.,.,..... 4cy.........
'77
4cy1.

t\~~;"::J't.a~~ ::.-~~~ ~~:.~'T'u1i~~:nr~~~

days,242-1501'teveniJ115. B3Aj108

.._.cvcc...-.

•ut•••c.

,..... -·· J2t:21•1
·c-.....

Now T..d . . C:ontn.cb
For Summer & Fall

s. .....ters

~=:~~~~b=~i~
Be;;t offer. 457-SOiifalter 5:00.
3802Aa109

1974 CUTLASS SUPREME, tilt,
2

3841Aa105

1979 RENA"7L't "LE CAR'',
Deiulllie. lu.lly ·Wlafied. Call 529-1191
or 453-2!258, ask for Hassan, Leave
Message.
3847Aat07

um mtEMLIN. & cylind"f' stick
~~~gas mileage. =~1~

Apartments

EHiciency
Fail
Summer
Apt$.
S 135
$95
1 Bdrm
$180
$125
2 ldrm
$250
$130
2 Bdrm Mnbile Ho~s
~OxSO

12x50
12x52
12x60

$110
$125
$130
$160

$80

$90
$95
SilO

491i0.

electric tuner t$80 valuel, and
hard case. Should see it! Michael.
549-t2S7 after Spm.
31125Ant05

Come info~.afreedemonstra ·

SYSTECH VOLTAGE • CON·

-·-· ......... ,_..,

16K Apple II 111tS
IIJ.IiiiOII co.unRMMr
l1MW.MA. .

C.~lc -lft-ly. .

~~~~'ln:rasJ':::tu~f~~aR~~

K•n'-tt Auto Recycll. .
Corp,

4891 af!!"f 6pm.

Guaranteed
Recycletl Auto P•rts

~~·~oe.~~r~~~~;~te.

3iHAel07

1961. 10'xso· Skyline, good con·
3815Ae10S

197!. t2x4a ~JOBII.E home. Wood
h.;rner rein~ulated. glass doors.
new carpet. $2500.00, 911.'>-3167.
3li78AeHl6

f' ~e 18, Daily Egyptian. February .t1. 1980

I

If application received by
3/1 I 80. Aft'!r March J,

regular rate. Swimming
pooi&A.C.
Mt-2US

Musical

1..__ _ _ _ ___,

12 STRING GUITAR. beautiful

Houses

~:t; :;,:e:n~{ij ~::J~r.,~~

STUDENT RENTALS
FOR FALL

lnt~~~~Pso~~~~%~~· f~3 ~~:

3 and .e bedroom houses
close to campus.
Call between .e:OO and
5:00pm.

nidirectional microphone, new,
$90, 549-7457.
3840An106
ARP AXXE SYNTHESIZER,
excellent condition, accessories
also, SSOO or Best Offer. Call ..S7·
8062.
3885Anl08

~~i~~~~~- s~g."1~_s. G=:_:g~~

!11 So. University
on the island
close to campus

12x60 lloiOBILE HOME. New
carpetin'fl furnished, a.c .• un-

S3SO for term

J2t-1-

.....

GARRARD 42M TURNTABLE.
Panasonic 4-dlannel receiver. two

ROYAL.NI'ALS
417-4422

2bdrmApts
ARE YOU IMPORTANT or im·
potent in today's world? "We Are
The Ones'" says ycviJI' own mind
contains the makn~s of history.
371pp. paperback. $7.50. Com·
monsense Bookt<, ID, Box 287,
Bedford, MA IJli30.
35+1Am107

Computers for:
•Education
•Scientific Use
•Statistics
•Business
•tiome and Personal
Uses

Nalder Stereo

No Pets

ACIIES APTS.

........................

3833Agl06

All locations ore furnished.
A. C., Some Utilities Furnished

1!178 TOYOTA PICKUP, excellent
C'llldition, S4300 or best offer. must
sell. 549-8354.
3859Aa106

GAIIDINPA-

PYTHON. 2.._ hw.h. new. In the
boll:. Must have F.O.I.D. card.l350.
45HII01.
31192Ak107

:!r:·.::r~3:; :::r~~!:-.~

house. Near campus, new roof.

529.21.

1971 CHRYSLER NEWPORT,

KLH 319 SPEAKERS, 3 way 4

ALL BRICK. 3-bedroortl. 1'2 bath

A.C,

'1t . . _ . Acconl4cyl

cOnditioned. $200. Call549-5053.
3865Ba106

Sporting Gaocla

83S52Adl06

MolllleHomes

~~~~;s~~~n~!!.~rc.narr:.n~!~

pett'd. Pets allowed. Rent
negotiable. 549-4986.
3857Ba107

MAMIYA C330F.IIImm. S5mm W-

. . .llstate
1

1

~~~~U~0~a1i~:rl:!i:l.~~~-

A, Gossen Luna Pro meter w-spot

m6 HONDA CB360T. Red,l339
miles. Excellent Condition. Per·
feet for commutina around town.
549-2061>.
3863Acl13

ANNA, CHARMING NINE room
home. bea11tifully landsca~Jed

ONE BEDROOM, SPACIOUS.
unfurnished a(J!lrtment. clOII(! to
campus. avatlable now. Goss
Property Managers. 54~=8a os

CaiiHtraJ
3838Aj106

neighborhood. Phone 443-~diOB

"-

...,equipment

SOOmm NIKKOR LENS in ex-

~iid~ov3ea~ffu.~;"=~~·ed~';:=

.

Chercoolgr.•ils
ANDYff
VERY ClOSE TOCAMPU)
For inforrM"tlon stop by·

Good condition or
needing repair .

3770.\gl:llt

~~~.; w~t~t~e.<.t:"nis d.:~rc=~

Foreign • Domestic
Free Parts Locating • 5 States
N. New Era Road Carbondale
457·0421
457-6319

We..., wed

1976 KAWASAKI KH400, excellent
condition, 1800 or bl!llt offer, must
!!'!!!. ~9-8354.
31160Act06

1978 DODGE"" lOti j~R.-a~p. +wheel

Elfic•...coes. 2 & 3 bel.
Splitlevelop-..
Swimming i ool
Atr condtttontng
Wollto Woll corpeling
Fully lvrnos"-d
Coble rv servic•
Mamtenonc• s.. rvtce

STEREO
EQUIPMENT:
DISCOUNTS on over 40 name
brandos. Free set up servtce.
Professional, unbiased eonsultatian, c:all Lou, 34'~1165.

con'f.tion. $1700, 529-1873, Ask for
Gary.
3'1113Ac:l06

drive, aut.·matic, air. power
steering and bnkes. 21.000 miles.
S4500 or best o.'fer. Call 549-7291
after 5:00p.m.
3715AalH

KARC

T.V., 19 INCH Portable, excellent
condition.$45. Call529-1%71.
31!81Agl07

::.?N~A~97~ 117~~~\!::~~~

~~T
:r=~.:~!.v::~.
Ji'~i niter 5:eo.
:rneAalOII

·-

ith:

At!: AI STIIIIO COMPONINIS

1974 AMC HORNET Hatchbar±. it

:::r: fi~;~~~i~J:r.J::.f~~.

eaturing·

offers a lull line of

1H S. Illinois Awe.

KARSTEN AUTO
•ECYCLING COitP.

S2!H537.

NOW RENl~ FOil
SUMMER&FAll
SIU-""'edlor
sophomores and ~p

The AIHIIo Ha.pl . . l

ocros!i 'tom

Wrecked or Disabled Cars
& Trucks
lotteries • Radiators
Engines • Transmissions
•Best Prices Nowe

457-0421

APARTMENTS

DID YOU KNOW•••

, ...

Oldest In

FOR SAU

!:!i!~h.~~~e~~~ !~~~ ~~~~:Jicf;

1!llelectric,408S. Wall; 457-11-572; &!IPM.
3818BalOS

~::a'".!da~~-~~.petr~~~2~t-

~:;;~'Wj!~~~~ih~':ffa'i: '·----..
--....
-----. ·usm snao 1 0 1 ~ NOIICIION fiOUCY
!:v:; ~=iti::rl ~rar~ ~e:!:.:;
pa~:fi!d

ONE·BEDR00!\1, f'URNlSHEO:
UPSTAIRS. southwest side; finisb

TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELEC·
TRICS. new and used. Irwin
Tvpewriter Exchange, liOI North

Factory original
cartridges and replaces
ment stylii by

Audio lechnica
Stanton
~nus

Shu•·•

A.D.C.
\PI1.1s general :·eplacemem$t

FOR RENT

FOUR BEDROO~ LUXURIOPI

:c:::;:~rm7B;~:.~i.':: 'i:

Apartments

Kathv 8:30am-5:ll0pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _B_3695Bbll3C

ATTENTION MED STUDEIIITS
COOling to SpriJ18field. Ill.: Now

CARBONDALE HOUSING. Large
2·bedroom furnished llouse, carport, ava.ilable immediately. no

~:~~~:!:':: ~~o:eJo;>.~ :; ~~a~am~= :,~lln~f~da~e
~ll ~..:

Across from medical school.
Carpeted, AC. laundry, see~·t
tern. call tan~a a{ 12171
or 12171 529- 70
3755Bal22
APARTMENTS. CARBONDALE,

~

83784BblUK:
MURPu"-BORO
3
LARGE
OLDER"'•3 beltroom • house,
apDlianO<·&. trash pickap. $200-montb.
i\fterS:OOPM.549-5460. 3850Bb107

fu~~ S::;cts!~eur::~m· isomshede.
~r:;~tT~!~. ~!!Jf 4c5~7!~sorv:fl

NICE ~ AND 3 b«troom family
homes 10 the NW. Gas heat, nice
~ards, well-maintained f'or
a~~f inform~lioo ca~li~

71139.

UNFURNISHED

B3'16IBall7C

~PARTMENT,

~~~~R:.~r~~!i. 3 ~~~~
1' 7 baths, c .. ntral air, fully car·
peted, stove a. refrigerator fur-

II
,

iaished. good locatioo. ~T10. 9115-·
21151 or S29-206L ·
3806Ba106l

Sl'BLEASE FOil: SUMMER with
~tioo for faU, 3 bedroom house. 2
~ocks from ~m~ .behind Rec
Center. AC, .ow ullhtJesJ large
hvmg room, gas heat. oh street

~:~'7ff!'l"~cupancy Ju~Bb~~

MoltlleHomes
MOBILE HOMES, MURDALE, 2·
bectnanS. southwest residential

:f~et~~~r:htyiftfev~Uic~i~~
nishl'd, natural gast:ty facilities.

~~~~petitive.

~~:Jsi::,~

AVAILABLF NOW, 12x54 2
bedroom II'' .te home. Near
campus, no petS. 457·7639.
B3777Bcl05

-

........... .........

, ..... 2 . . .00Mtr.l. . .

plus utllltl... In . .ra
locetlons. Jft-1436
frOM . .-.Jpm.

WASHER-DRYER, NEW furn•ture, carrted _throughout, in

~::.1.~. ava1lableB~~~
WALK TO CAMPUS from inn-

=~:01~st~'J;·St~T==

B3798Be 105

7653, 549-61187.

campus. Call54lHHOJ.

3843Bel07

g~e~~"!:t: ;l:aRifzA~\ili':r::

3858Bel07

687·2891.

OWN ROOM. FURNISHED 2·
bedroom apt., Murphysboro. Male
1rad or serious undergrad

C.';i{J~.~..:r.~~lJJ:.s

lfz

3869Bel0'1

S.9-3000

f::eC:::~h= ~~n:r!u:;:~:;

SECRETARY. CARBONDALEAREA. Fulltime. Some experience
6-or secretanal trammg required.
Good ty~ng skills necesaary.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share

Washington, S~&i~O. Carbondale,
(457-3351) by Marcit7 838i7Cl07

f!.m£TO:~ or 54~~~0:~~

after 5:00.

~~C::m.:~~He:~~~C:rr~e

t.

CONMDERATE ROOMMATE
WANT~D now and summer. Nice

2-7 pm Mon·Fri

LOST

ANNOUNCEMENTS

.,.

!

I
I

Spec~l SS.OO
Reading with this od

:u~i~r· g,rea~=rem:~ty f~

Mrs. Elizabeth

education. For interview contact:
Dick Weil (312l 966-5622. 3886C108

CAMBRIA, DUPLE.X. 2 bedroom.
available now. S165 per month. 985-

Wantecl to Rent

FULL TIME. PART time. Over 21·

~~~r.fi.ats~'d;::~~

COUPLE SEEK 1 or 2-bedroom

~:r.;~~::t.r:.t~~in

_ __
3879Bg106 , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8391HCt06

..................
..........................
v_.._,._...._.

MoWle Home Lots ,_
_,_,

c-ter.

IIUC

Masters degr- in vocat;onal
evoluotion or closely relo~
field. Evaluotion experience in
rehabilitation
setting
o
preferred.
Duties
include
assisting clients in developing
retlabilitation pions utilizing o
voriety
of
assessment
techniques, and supervising
Gnd instructing graduote and
undergraduate students iA
various field experiences.
Send letter of applicotion.
resume. thr- letters of
recommendotion and college
tronscripts to:

HHPWANTEO

$100-$180 per month

GERMAN SHEPH~RD t,UPPY.
lost around Rec. Center. Co!l 4570135
3895G108

606 S. Illinois • Carbondale
457-1132

education or adults with special
needs. Cam~ in northern suburbs

Duplex

TRAILERS
CHUCK RENTALS
549·3374

Astrology & Chorocter

0

::::..... . . . 0.

i.)

Ulords Plus D. 0
,,...... of:

o•o•

,

Also:

l~ltlng
Tn~MCrlptl

au.I-Consultl"'
206 w.. t College
Corbondale. IL

PAPER TYPING, all kinds. Neat
and accurate. Janice 457-3547,
after 5:30. 54~1559.
3816Ehl5

NIID AIOimON
INPOIIMATION!
To help you through this experience we give you complete counseling of ony
duration before ond ofter
the procedure.
CALLUS

I

=r.

I

... . _ . . c..'.

C." Coll.ctTollI14-M1-tstl
free

ADDRESS-MAIL COMMISSION
circulars at home! Be Rooded with
offers!! Offf:r-Details. Rush
stamped addressed envel• and
25 cents service fee 1 Helen

...

Call
83701Cl85

PRIVATE
ROOMS,
CAR·
BONDALE. ia apartment• for

=-·~~=.-;r,.=·

~.:Skir:'en.,:ifi&r~~=.":'Ji r::·r~:pf:a:i.,••~=s~~~

others ia apartment. Utilities
included in rentala. Very, very

I

~T[45~:~~mpelitive.
B:mi6Bd117C

RoomiiiCit. .
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
Unfurnished Bedroom i~ Fur-

~~=.~~~e Ya~69c;;r.:.
NEED~D

• 2 FEMALES! 4
bedroom Lewis P:.rk apt. for Fall.
453-51980 or 3991.
3829Belll5
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
roommate. Spacious house. own

~~~::m(;J•l ~i~~~~ .. ~t=e~~

eampuo:.

3830Helll

foMDaUon.

EMPLOYMENT
WANTED

sl. Alasco, Box 2480,

Goleta. CA 113011.
BEHAVIORAL

3ll2Cll•

COUNSELORS,

PAINTING, NO JOB Too Small.
Reasonable Rates, Prompt Ser·
vice. Please Call, 529-1705.
.
39060109

~~:~?t:~-IY Will ~~':

average pay! Mus1 ~to do
extensive travelin1 and-or
relocation. Master's degree or
equival~nt. Traiaing -;;;ill be
provide\~. Call5»-1910. f1313tCl06

John.

WANTED· TWO

-

PUGNANCY
ASSISTANCE
atnn
114'h S.lllinois5•9-1545
Counselors ore owilable ·
Mon
Tuos
Wed
Thurs
Sat

-

3772Ml08

FP.EEBIES
MILD-MANNERED 7 MONTH
BloodhoundaJood famU~ pet. must
plrid of, c 549-1939a l = ·

7-9pm
9am-12
9om-12
9am-12

7-9pm

RIDERS WANTED

1-4pm
7-9pm
10om-1 pm

FLORIDA SPRINGHREAK. BUS

~& ~o~~£::h ~~!:XU:~
R~~;:'Ti•!lt:?su~cf;iiYS:~

S.

Illinois

in

'"Bookworld

----~""!!!!"!!!"!!"'!!'!!!!'"'!""!_,., Bookstore".SI!Hltn. B37li5Pll8C

A-1 TV RENTAL

B.~ll2

RESPO~SI81.E

Colo· i'lS monthly
Black.: 'lhite$15 monthly
WE BUY TV's Working
or not working 457-7. . I

~f:~~ l·~C:ii!':na~~o:hor;~ ~:

r::~f:a~~::c~..b:ct~O:J~~~

~:1; ~:;i»S:J' :~O:~ab~..~~~a

r.:!::·.g:~I:-&~~D

SERVICES
Of,ERED

PART TIME MAINTEN4NCE
man. electrical and plu•nbing
experi~ce r~uif!d .. !.pply at
Galsby s, 4108 S. IIIUIOIIi. !\iJi for

NOSTALGIA, CLOCKS. DOLL
hcuse items. wooden tovs. neat
stuff. at Polly's Shops. 1 mile West
of
Communications
on
Chautauqua.
3810Ll09

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

,.............
...........................

=-~g"=~~:.a-

3880Kl06

Or

c...............ru2t11
..-llcetlon:

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY IS AN EQUAL OPPOitTUNITY EMPLOYER.

pliances, clothes. 893-4489.

--U7--

....._

RNS AND· LPNS, Munlrnbaro.
l'ull-timeJ::.tions availible at Sl

&.SAUS

GOING ON NOW! Open House
Moving Sale: Many houehold
items mcluding furniture. ap-

V.I.IMrdtc-lttee.IDC

OPERATOR,
ex~enced only. Send resume to
P. 0. BDK ·~-:'!rbondaleE IL
Equal uppurtua~:i

AUCT~ONS

I

. . . . . . Col.... lt.

PROOF

READINGS

She will explain your true
character. Are you having
love
problems?
Mrs.
Elizabeth wi;l tell you if the
one you love is true. 993-6360
409 E. DeYoung
Marion. IL

.............. a.~~
BANK

9-1 Sat.

'·'""

~~~;~:f!~ ~g~rd~:nsu;::n;;-e:i~)

:=~ie!~~~~~~~~~month.

YMCA CARBONDALE. NEED 2
swimming LRstruclors to teach
~~itive swimming. B~Ji'~

2-BEDROOM, 60xl2. ACfl fur~:J;jaWbu~=~~-~- May
38&2BcUI9

& confidential ossistonce.

'/.a~

CAMP C:Ol'NSELORS 6:

CARTERVILLE· DUPLEX· new·
2 bedroom • storage • washer,
dryer hook-up· privacy- shower,
9i!S-2976.
387UBfll7

m:.b*tJ:;

Fr- pregnancy testing

Photocopying
Offset Copying
_ O{f54!t Printing
·
Thesis Copies
Resumes
Cards
Stationery
Spiral Bindings
Wedding Inuitations

referrals to Cruiseworld 113, Box
Sacramento, CA ~3884Cl23

EXTRA NICE 12x60. two bedroom.

rent. Contract lh~ summer.
First option for fall. $225.00. 457·
2467.
3851Bcl07

PREGNANT?
call BIRTHRIGHT

601~.

3877Bel06

APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN
for kitchen help and hostesses.
:~'~y Emperoa·'s Pal~l~

C·~~r:,~~i::t

=;:~~-

?e~~•. :::!~O:~!tlc::r!~~~1::

~Y1ia~-::~~1' ast~IM:~lc

~~~~~~.::.

Of

JOBS! CRUISESHiPS! SAILING
expeditions! S~tiling camps. No
expenence. Good pay. Summer.

12x10 BE ,uTJFUL TWO bedroom
total ei~~~B~i'ilf

~~~4-bJme.

~':~on J~hool

3866Bel08

3893Bell4

NICE 1979 TWO Bedroom, 14'
wide. furnished. to sublease. near
cam~. no pets, available now.
457·5266.
83819BcUI5

BECOME A BARTEl'•iDER.
Classes tau~ht by profensionals a!
a Carbontlale Night llt'Ut. t:all

Printing Plant

..,afopporv,.;iy.~-·

lo

needs. Call Terry Gold. 4574168.
B3842E122C

3748E116C

n•c:--....,

w-<~nl

help you Wllh all your insw·ance

1

NEED A PAPER typed? IBM
Selectic, fast and accurate.
Reasonable rates 549-2258.

~.--..... ~ tUI1

ROOMMATE HEEDED TO take

FEMALE FOR LARGE 2-bedroom
furnished apartment $125 monthly. heat and water included.
CloSe to campus. Prefer Senior or
Grad. 453-3334 ext. 33 or 457-6905

7RUNSDAILY
Itt. 51 North

0

RHome Improvement Ca.
83fil2E106C

,__,__... .....

lease later. $9r. and '• utilities.
Pets OK. 549-8583 eveniJIIS.

NEED INSl'RANCE? I

ROOFING.

~Po!~x~a~":r~~\~n~ ~~~~~ \)'\

Ylw......._.ef~

::~~~on!~.~~~f~m~~~
same to move In now, take over

2533.

FREE BUS

Join the monogement teom of
o successful. growing ond
dynomic restaurant chain in
Kentucky and Illinois. We ore
seeking
experienced
res-tourant monogers reody to
ad,once themselves ond their
careers. We otter o thoro•!gh
management program, excellent benefits ond competitive salaries. Join our team
and grow. Send your resume in
confidence to:

~~:,~~in~nf.t~~i~\.:~s~::~

~::t:'Ni~~~~-~~~~~

f::o:J
83820Bc105

MANAGEMENT CAllED$

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED

SMALL ONE BEDROOM Trailer

:':.t'l:.i~v~7.:'bl~a~=ti

REMODEl I.JNG.

HELP! ROOMMATE NEEDED
Immediately .. Private room,
completely furniShed. hot shower.
All ut!hties. Good location. Call
Pete. 5-I!Hl358.
31146Be 112

'

~------------~!
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Wednesda.)"'s Prtzzle
ACROSS
1 Bevel out
5Frostier

1J Applaud
14

us

playwnght

15 Stove

62 Scattering
64 Vocal
65Ant
66Nonesaga
67 Pins
68 ApproacheS

Tuesday's Puzzle SoNed

~:::

69Soaptrame

16Garment
bar
17 Kond ot bed
t9Frenc:h rM!r DOWN
1 Plentiful
20 Posh
2Chem. suffix
21 Apples
3Soc:k,_
23- Fudd
4Combl..s
25Mr. Cole
5"Manln11Mt
26Siag
29 Tacit
34 The one here 6Lmeage
7 Loan cost:
35 Healthy:
Abbr.
Comb. form
37Siur
8 Elba tributary
38Beill
9 TV 1 10 Fone stem39 Peeled
41 -laude
-11 Mislay
42lnaetlve
44Abst~
12 Support
45 Gait
13 Private:
46 Savior
AbtW.
18 Again: Comb
48 f>Oillars
SOBywayot
51 Goeds
22
53Senes
24 Skis
57 Girl's name
2t Step
61 HalranCOIII
27 Rldge

~

:::~:::;~:

......... ,

.,,, a
S ~ I T

a
•

t

F I

• C 1'.

at a

L

A

I

&

'-

T 0

:

:~

NI!:W YORK IAPl-The Bard f'inch. the usurper in "Ri"hard
All four plays m the sequence
is back. It's the start of the II " stays on as the hero in
were directed by David Giles.
second season in the ambitious "Henry IV." David Gwillim.
Since "Richard II" is a
effort to bring the complete the carousing Prince Hal,
plays of William Shakespeare to reappears as the title character ~f!:~: .~~=~~~~!. ~~r ~~
in "Henry IV."
television.
in Britain but held over for
Anthony Quayle appears in
Tt·e BBC in England and
American audiences until next
fall.
Tim'.· Life Television will the "Henry IV, Parts One and
Two," as Sir John Falstaff, an
pre!>~nt "Twelfth NiRht." a
"Hamlet's" cast includes
romantic comedy, as ~year's brilliant comic creation so
lead-off, to be- broadcast popular that. legend has it, Derek Jacobi as Hamlet, Claire
Elizabeth
asked Bloom as his mother, Gertrude,
Wednesday night on many PBS Ql!e~n
stations. Felicity Kendal. Shakespeare to base an entire and Eric Porter as Polonius.
As with most PBS producSinead Cusack and Alec Me· pl11y on the character. He
tions, air date and time may
Cowen 6tar in the tale r,r obliged with ''The Merry Wives
vary.
mistaken identities and ex- of Winm;or."
cesses of love.
The season will close with
another comedy. "The Tempest." on May 7, w:1ich is
generally considered by
scholars to have been
Seminar offers discussion
Shakespeare'!l ias~ complete
and strudured experiences
play. although he had a hand in
several later ones, including
aimed at increasing comfort
last season's "Henry VIII."
and skill in talking about sex.
Michael Hordem will star as
Prospero. the exiled sorcerer of
"The Tempest" who has a
chance to wreak vengenre on
Feb 27
Room
his enemies but instead shoW!'
them mercy. Pippa Guard will
play his daughter, Miranda.
f'our h1story plays that follow
in sequence a stormy period of
EngJish history will make up
the remainder of the season.
"Richard II,'' March 19, being
A program presented by
repeated from ~ast year, tells of
the overthrow of a weak
Student Wellness Resource Center
monarch
by
Henry
Human Sexuality Services
Bolingbroke. who becomes
J<jng Henry IV.
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26 and April 9, depict his reign
and show the growth to
maturity of his son and heir,
Princ.-e Hal. The last play in the
group. "Henry V," April 23, is a
patriotic pageant showing the
heroic king·s triumphant
leadership of the English forces
in war against Fra~.
The BBC has been able to
keep the same actors for key
roles throughout the cycle. Jon

Secretary in Moline fired
for indiscreet photocopying
MOLINE IAPl - When .Jodi

·~~~e~~~tJ! /!d~,L~f ~

>y putting bet· bare bottom on

.he Xerox machine, she was
JUtting her job on the line.
"I can't believe I got fired
•Ver this," she said. "I iust
an't ~lieve it."
•
One night after work la.l'i
nonth at Deere & Co., Miss
· itut:&. a 21-year~ld secretary,
· Jec1ded to christen the new
:opying machine on the floor by
· 111eaking into the Xerox room
: md making a pir.ture of her
: JOttom. It was aU ~·.Jocent fun,
;he maintains.
"A lot d people were taking
. lictures of their hands and their
· aces a~rJ fooling around," she
aid. "& I decided 1 would take
, picture ot my butt, thinkil'll it
. fGUld be kind of fun just to see
. mat it would loot like."
While another sec:retary stood
f
ratcn at the door, Miss Stutz
a)'l'l sbe pulled down her pants,
IOIIIIed up on the machine and
..shed ttie "Print" button. The
esult may not have been art,
ut she was deligbted.
"It was very, ~ funny,"
.
be. said, lillling. "It bor!
erlined on crUde, maybe, tiiJt it
.
IBS funny."
Her superiors, however:
:idn't think so. Word got arouno
-• fter Mi• Stutz showed friends
2 the office her copy.
A woman in the personnel
ffice and then her boss, Jack
'ritts, asked her about wild
wnon tlwt she bad throWn a
ig party: in tile Xerox room,
1at three men had helped her
et undnSMd and then IUarded
1e door. that she had ~nt
opies tJf her rear as a1r in• il:~tioo to a birthday party.
hose rumors Wft'e all false and ·

.

Ir,

I

she told them so. but when they
asked simply if she had, in a
moment of indiscretion, copied
her oottom, she lied .
Bat Jim Coogan. Deere
d:rector
of
advertising,
reportedly got the secretary
who had stood watch to confess
anll 'tiss Stutz was called on ~~
carpet.
"They said something like it
~a!ln't in the company's best

b~:;,ts~e ~:t3. C~;.~rc:~r~l

they never came right out and
said it. They were too embarassed to s&y what the incident was, but we all k11e11t."
She
had
expected
a
reprimand, but when she was
given two options-quit or be
fared-she was stunned.
''I taJked to thPm a long time
to get them to change their
mind or at least put me on
probation. My work record was
excellent and they even admitted it was. I told them 1 was
really sorry ~bout it and
everythi111."
A Deere spokesman declined
comment. but Miss Stutz
her dismissal _.as a b!_•m dea.
"I .enjoyed my job at Deere.
but It's more or less a big
game," she said. "They want
you to look right and act right.
That's the important thil'll and
that's why this affected them so
badly."
After being bounced from
Deere. she took a job as a
waitress at a restaurant. She is

sar.

~::U:::~~eta~~r!Yi~Lt t~

time she says it wilfbbe with a
small-. organization, not a big
eurpc:·rali~ And this time, she
vows, no more furtivE' evenings
wiU. a photocopier. . . . ,

. JI-M. "'"-'ttl. D.D S..
t.loc:Med at 1225 Eat G,_,,
c..~. ~~~inc*

•--...t~nt -c~enu~
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Psychiatrist: Gacy lltljeelitl-{I · .. • ,~,~~ft~ ~\estifyi~g for ~co•~
a ,'
CHICAGO I AP> A
psychiatrist testified Tuesday
that John W. Gacy Jr. t>xplained
his killing of 15-year-old Robt>rt
Piest in great de~ail and "as
though hewa!'descl;bing taking
a drink of water.''
Dr. Lawrence 2. Freedman,
who has 35 years ttf experience
in psvchiatric evaluations. said
Gacy had "no feeling for this
boy ... but there was a feeling
forthedeathofhisuncle"which
occurred at ahout the same
tir.1e.
Piest was the last of 33 young
men and boys who Gacy is
charged with killing. Twentynine of the bodies were buried
on his property northwest of
Chicago.
The others. he has coofessed
to throwing imo rivers.
Gacy, 37, who was arrested
for the Piest slaying on Dec. 21,
1978, has pleaded innocent b~;
reason of insanity. Prosecutnr..;,
wilo are ;;'!eking t!-..: death
penalty, sav ~'!e t..illings were
premeditated.
Freedman, meanwhile. said

a
he based his evaluations of
Gacy on 50 hours of direct
examination over a period from
Nov. 29, 1979, to Jan. 23 of this
year.
The examinations took place
at the Behavioral and Social
Clinic at the University of
Chicago where Freedman is
chairman.
t'reedman said Gacy is a
"pseudo-neurotic paranoid
schizophrenic," who has surfered from the mental illness
for most of his life.
Gacy, the psychiatrist said,
probably appeared nearly
normal to most people but
actually had "one of the most
complex _personalities I have
el•er stud1ed."
Freedman said Gacy "is a
man who is not quite sure who
he is" and "has serious
psychiatric problems.·:
Upon the death of h1s father
on Christmas Day 1969. Gacy
wasSPrvingaprisonSPntencein
Iowa after being convicted of
SIIOOmy and was not allowed to
attend the funeral.

,, ' .
Freedman said Gacy sat in
jail, considered himself a
failure as his father had
predicted and this was a low
point in his life.
The .foetor added that the
death tnggered later reactions.
leading to picking up male
prostitutes and killing them
after having SPX.
(;acy, Freedman said. took
pride in using his physical
strength to overcome these
muscular youths. whom he
described during the interviews
as being "stupid."
Freedman described (;acy as
a man with an t>xcelll'nt
mt>mory for details. "a man
with ~rofound dr_ive_ an~ extraordinary or~amzat1on.
This drive, he said. was a
"frantic effort to obl!terate
from consciousness things he
ctll!ld not face." .
. .
Gacy doubted h1s mascuhmly
as he was growing into
manhood. Freedman said.
adding that as a youngster,
~~cy had a. fetish of collecting
s1lk >Yomt>n s underpantl'l

Grade distributiotl is imbalanced,
Faculty Senate committee says
By Sllel~y Davis
News Ediler
SIU-C has an imbalance in the
distribution of grades given in
different academic units, accordinl! to a study by Undergraduate Education and
Policy Committee of the
Faculty Senate.
Although the committee
found grade inflation was not a
problem at the University, it did
find discrepancies among the
grades given in

different

inflation rate at other schools."
The report states that during

~;.r~~~r:: =-::n~e:V':

grade point at SIU-C. Michigan
State experienced a four-tenths
of a grade point increase from
1960 to 1W2 while the increase at
the Uiversity of Illinois from
1965 to 1W2 was .46.
Since 1W2, however, the rate
of grade inflation has tUbilized,
showing a decrea~te after 1975.
The report also states:
-The grade currently given'
most oftet> to Wldergraduates in
iOO a\ld 200 level courses lS B.
The r.ext most frequent grade is

an A by one percentage pointthat just isn't right," he said.
WiUiam Eaton, assistant vice
president for academic affairs,
said he feels the deans are
aware of problem.

has no· records for proof

CHICAGO lAP>- A defense
witness Tuesday acknowledged
that there are no records to
back up her testimony that
Attorney General William J.
Scott took many reduced-rate
and free airline trips as a travel
agent
As Scott's income tax evasion
trial continued in U.S. Di'ltrict
Court, Vivian Heffley. a formt>r
employee of a travel agency
Scott at one time owned. said
sht> had reviewed the agency
records Monday night and
found evidence of only one trip
that Scott had taken at a
reduced air fare.
That trip in 1971 to Pago
Pago.
Mrs. Heffley testified Monday
that Scott had taken several
free "familiarization" trips
offered to travel agents by
airlines. and that she had seen
him fill out a number of applications for reduced-rate
trips.
Scott is charged with five
counts of underreporting his
income to the Internal Revenue
Scn·icc from t!r12 throut!h 1975
Prosecutors contended he was a
globe trotter who spent far
more money on travel and other
aspects of his life than he
reported on his tax forms.
DefensE' attorneys called Mrs.
Heffley to the sta:ld in an attempt to show that much of
Scott's travel could have been
free or at reduced rates.
Mrs.
Hdfley
asserted
Tuesday that Scott could have

made some of the free trips
without Scott's agency. Holiday
Travel HouSP, having records of
the trips.
That testimony angered
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jeremy
Margolis, who reminded Mrs.
Heffley that on Monday she
testified that the travel agency
would keep records of any such
trips.
Mrs. Heffley responded that
records usually were kept.
Other witnesses included
Sally Hildebrarld, an executive
secretary in the attorney
general's Springfield office. She
testified that Scott's employees
had given him several hundred
dollars each vear in the IS70s
for Christmas and birthday
gifts.
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academic units and in different
classes. For instance, in Spring.
1978. Latin classes gave 100
percent As and Bs while
Japanese classes gave 100
percent Cs.
A.-The most frequently given
The committee recom- grade in three of the nine
mended that the Office of Ad- academic units in Spring. 1979,
missions and Records for- was A while only three \!nits
gave C as the modal grade.
-In Spring, 1979, the model
units and the mean. or grade for all 100 and 200 le\·el
"average,"
grade
point courses missed A by one peraverage of all sturlents.
centage point
However. Kirby 8.:-owning,
No acuon will be taken as a
directur of Admissions and result of the report, which has
Records. said gath~ring the been distributed to the faculty.
data for the report is not new, Colvin said. He added that he
but compiling it in graphs :..nd hopes the report will <'ause the
charts for distribution to •be faculty to "take the responfaculty is.
sibility to monitor themselves.
"It 1s just one of the reports When the modal grade misses

:fi~~:b~t~!rl~ r:fi~cO:d':!~~

~i~d~ffi~J:aeS:"d·;~t~b:f~

reports have always been

c~~~e~y a~i~~!t~! ~~

faculty. I think the Faculty
Senate is saying it wants the
faculty to look at them more
carefully."
Although the UEPC concluded last fall that the
University was not suffering
from grade inflation, it did not
release a report Wltil it could
compare tbe rate of grade inflation at SIU-c with that of
com. .rable size universities.
Robert Colvin, chairman '>f
tl·e UEPC, said the committetlooked at 12 schools and found
the SIU..C inflatioo rate "at or

below-~:eneraUy
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Are you interested in a challenging career
opportunity with a company that offers a
continued training program?

Illinois Consolidated Telephone Company
of Mattoon, Ill. will be interviewing on campus

MARCH3, 1910
Sign up now at the Placement Center, Woody Hall, 2nd Floor
An Equal Opportunity employer

Idle' swimmers anticipating. NIC
By Dav~ KaM
Staff Writer
Following the SIU men's
swimming and diving victory
over Ind',ana Feb. 13, a threeweek ga~ appeared on the
Saluki schedule. But the
tankers hardly have t.een
inactive
during the layoff.
The National Independent
Championships await March 6-8
in Columbia, S.C.
The NIC provides an in·
centive that defini~ely is llE'eded
by the "Men of Steele" during
their three-week sabbatical
from tompetition. A possible
third straight NIC title is in the

offin~ as well as a target date
for S<.!Veral more SltJ swimmer-;
to make qualifying Lmes for the
NCAA championships M.uch
11).22 at Harvard Univer..rtv.
The National Independents

=~ :sd~ti': =t:e~:"!rn~! i~

conferem:e that ~ not have a
meet. SIU is in the latter
category. The opposition wiU be
provided by host South
Carolir.a, Miami of Florida. Air
Force Academy. Nevada-Las

~:f~~1i~~~monweatth

According to Steele, the
three-week countdown leading

Hockey team, bel{ins practice

up to the meet has ~one off
without a hitch.
"I was up at the state high
school championships over the
v.'eekend," Steele said, "but I
came back on Sunday and we
had a real good workout. The
guys have been working hard
and they're beginning to smell
the bacon. The meet should be
interesting."
The Salukis will be training
without their Colombian duo of
breaststroker Pablo Restrepo
and butterRy specialist Jorge
Jaramillo. They have headed
home to compete in the South
American Championships.

Golfer Lemon a t·eteran 'swinller'
Bv Unda Albert
si~~~~enawrt•
Sandy
Lemon
started
swinging when she was eight
years old. Swinging a golf club,
that is. Now a senior in physical
education at SIU. Lemon is the
No. 1 golfer for the women's gotr
team.
Lemon ('aome to SIU as a
scholarship student from
Covington, Va. and has
remained the top-set>ded
woman golfer since her freshman year.
Managing a three handicap,
Lemon says she has never taken
a golf lesson in her life, but has
receivt>d
coaching
from
members of her family, all of
whom are active golfers.
Her father, Archie Lemon, a
construction foreman and
amateur golfer, and mother,
Norma, encouraged Sandy and
her brother, An:hie Jr., to learn
how to play the game at an
early age. This spring. Archie
Jr. became a professi~nal

golfer.
"Golf lo; a big challenge, for
me becaw;e I get to meet a Jot of
interesting people while I'm
playini!." Lemon said.
In her homec;tate. Lemon won
the Virginia women's high
!~ehool golf tournament for three
consecutive years.
Wi.iJe at SIU, she has twice
won the iilironiA Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics fur
Women state toomament. This
fall, stte took second plal-e in the
tournament. losing first place
by just three strokes.
"You have to have a lot of
patience, inner motivation and
time to work on your game to be
a top golfer," Lemon said.
Lemon has nceptional
putting abilities and good power
off the tee. accordi :r; to
women's golf coach Mary Beth
McGirr.
"Sandy is a very competitive
person who works hard to excel.'' McGirr said. "Ht>r drive
and compeUtiveness are two of

SIU wins 4th track ·title
behind Lee, freshman
ICanlilnled, fn. Page Z4)

meet," Hartzog said. "He ran a
very courageous two-mile. With
a half-mile left, he was in
seventh, but he came on the last
110 yards to take second."
Hartzog said Ken Perkins
"surprised the hell out of us," in
taking fourth in the half-mile.
He added that Mike Ward, a
sophomore from Du Quoin,
··ran a super race," finishing
fifth in the 440.

Tracy Meridith, a senior from
Cincinnati, took fourth in both
the high anc! intermediate
hurdles.
"Meridith had his greatest
meet ever," Hartzog said. "He
was held out of the long jump to
concentrate on tbe races and he
did one heck of a job."
Football player-trackmttn
Clarence Robi!IOII was the only
Saluki to score in the sprinls,
taking fourth.

ISU's Jamieson joins Cards
By Tile AueeiaW Press
Tb!' St. Louis Cardinals
completed their staff for the
1980 season by naming Indiana
State Coach Dick Jamieson and
Boise State defensive coordinator Chuck Banker as
assistants.

her strongest qualities."
According to Lemon. the
encouragement she receives
from her parents. fellow
teammates and coach helps her
overcome any frustration she
has in her game.
"A lot of people depend on me
as a leader, •· she llaid.

six assistants from the NFL
team's 1m staff. The 42-year·
old Jamieson was named offensive backfield coach.
Banker, 38, will direct the
cards' special teams.

higher level of conditionina.
Each team member has been
given a spt>eific weight training
program to strengthen individual weaknesses. Team
members also are expected to
run at least three days per
week.
After spring break. the team
will meet twice a week to
practice stickwork and have
short scrimmages. IJiner plans
to videotape each team member
so weaknesses in technique can
be identified.
Another new requirement for
the hockey players is weighing
in. Coach and team trainer now
are in the process of determining the ideal playing weight
of each of the players. Ac·
cording
to
lllner,
the
stickhandlers have six months
to arrive at their ideal playing
weights.
....

=

Her golf season begins in
March when she practices four

~-=~-~ese~::: !J:i~

October, Lemon takes to the
badminton court to compete for
the SIU women's team.
·
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Coach Jim Hanifan, named

new coach last manth, retained

By Cindy Clausen
Student Writer
Spring begins in February for
members of the SIU field
hockey team. Spring training.
that is.
Never before has the hockey
team been involved in a spring
season. The traditional spring
hockey game, which was open
to all physical education
majors, was the only form of
organized activity in the past.
But Coach Julee lilner has
different ideas for her team this
year. Because the trend for
hockey players to participate in
a spring sport has diminished.
she considered the spring
season necessary. She also
believes that the intensified
spring training will establish a
greater incentive to work out
over the summer months and
will return her athletes at a
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Senior gymnast stars
in victory over Circle
Rv Rick Klatt
sian Wriwr
The women's gym:.;astics team stole a page out of Hollywoorl
Monday night. It was "Mo Hennessey Night" at the Arena and in
hooor of the senior's last home meet they gave her Dowers, hugs,
kisses and words of thanks.
The. personable Hennesser responded with her best collegiate
all-around score. a 35.00. which helped lead the Salukis to a 139.85133.00 win over the University of Illinois-Chicago Cirele. The
victory gave SIU a better-U1an-.soo record, 5-4, for the first time
since the fall.
Hennessey. a native of E.isex Junction. Vt., heard chants of "Go
Mo'' from the crowo each time she did a routine and acknowledged
the encouragement with scores of 8.9 in vaulting, 8.115 in uneven
bars, 8.5 in balance beam and 8.75 in Door exercise.
"The crowd was amazing, the team was amazing, everything
~as a_mazing," the public relations major said. "I was especially
tired an my Roor routine, bu~ with the people behind you, you &ive
that little extra."
Hennessey's all-around score was only second-best in the meet,
~ev_er. Freshman standout Pam Harrington recorded personal
h1ghs m the vault, 9.15, uneven bars. 9.3, and Door exercise, 9.2. to
finish with the meet's top all-around score o1 36.05.
Freshman Lori Erickson completed SIU's sweep of the all•. around's top three places, notching a 33.65. Erickson's score could
have been improved if she bad not missed her bars routine for the
second meet in a row. Erickson scored a 7.65 in the event. the
lowest score recorded by a Saluki all evening.
"Lori is losing a little confidence," SIU Coach if:'fb Vogel said.
"What she has to do is concentrate a little more and she'll get it
together. She's more than capable of 36.00s in the all-around."
The Salukis jumped to a commanding 71.11Hi6.70 lead at intermission by outscoring the Circles, :Ja.G0-33.85, in vaulting and
35.50-32.85 in bars. In the final two events. tile beam and Roor, SIU
outscored Circle 33.3~32.75 and 35.6-33.50.
·
··we really didn't have a good meet," Vogel said. "Beam was
crummy and Harrington's was our only good Door routine.
"We've got a .,..Pek of practice before our ne:1et meet I March 1 at
Illinois)," he added. "If we can avoid any further bangups in
practice, we'll be okay."
The Salukis' injury list is a long one. Sophomore Val Painton is
out for approximately three weeks with tom ligaments in her left
elbow. Harrington, Patty Tve.t and Lisa Peden ha;;e sore ankles,
Denise Didier has a severe cold, and Pam Conklin still is C'Opir:g
with a sore right wrist.
SIU will have only its meet with Illinois as a final tune-up for
IAIAW state meet March 7 at DeKalb and the Midwest Regional
meet March 21-22 at Champaign. Seeding for the national meet,
April4-5 at Baton Rouge, La., will be basec! on the top team score
recorded during the season. SIU'<~ top of l41.15currenUy is ranked
sixth in the nation.

l

Staff photo by Don Preisler

Pam Harrington scored an 8.4 on &he balance
twa ... during the Salukis' m~t against IllinoisChicago Circle. HarrinJC&on's look first place in

&he all-around with a score of 36.05 in SIU's
139.85-133 win over Circle llolond:oy night at the
Arena.

- Freshmen key to 4th MVC track title
By Rod Smith
Staff Wriwr

"'This ranks as one of the most
exciting things a team from SIU
has done since the baskrtball
team won the NIT championship."
Fred Huff, assistant athletics
director, made that statement
to track Coach Lew Hartzog
after the Salukis, with a
predominantly freshman and
sophom~squa_d. captured its
fourth M1ssoun Valley Conference indoor championship
Monday at Columbia. 1\lo. Since
entering the Valley five years
ago. the Salukis have won the
conference championship each
year they have competed.
If a freak snowstorm hadn't
held the team in Carbondale

last year, the Salukis most men won championships.
likely would be celebrating
"Our freshmen came home.
their fifth straight indoor titlt:. that's all there is to it." an
They have captured the outdoor obviously pleased and excited
crown all five years.
Hartlog said. "They just did a
The star of the me-et was SIU S'..1per job and it makes next
junior David Lee. Lee becamt> year look very promising.
the first man in MVC hi!>tury to
"Every freshman but one had
win four conference cham- a personal best," Hartzog
pionships by winning both the added. "That's why we won the
high and intermediate hurdles. track meet."
the long jump :md triple jump.
Freshman John Sayre and
Hes..•tapersonalbestin_«;achof senior Mike DeMa~t«;i each
lite (.-Air events and quahf1ed for pole-vaullt>u 15-6 to hntl'h onethe NCAA championships in the two in thai event. Savre was
high hurdles.
declared the winner since he
Lee's accomplishments ac- had f~r attempts.
counted for 41 of I he Salukis' u;.;
In the race Hartzog said was
()<lints. but perhaps more the turning point of the meet.
surprising were the freshmen. freshman Tom Ross edged
The first-year trackmen con- defending champion Joseph
tributed41 points and two fresh- Barno of West Tens State in a

photo finis~ to win th~ half mile.
Barno earl!er had nJI_lJM:Cf R_oss
at the tape m the prel!mmar1es.
The freshme~ we1ght men
~lso were effect_JVe. Ron Marks
f1nsh~ f~rth m the shot _put
an~ th1rd m the_JS-pound~·e1ght
whtle John Sm1th took f1fth in
the shot and fourth !n tht; weight
throw, won by SIU semor Dan
Connelly.
Other fre_shm~n who scored
were Marvm Hmton and Dan
J_erre~. who finshed fourth and
f1fth 1n the long jump. Bob
~boon. who took fifth in the
h1gh j~mp. J~ff Heath, a fifth
place fms~r m the 1.000. Kevin
1\_loo~e. s1xth 1~ t~e 600 !ind
~evm Bak<"!r, third m the tnple
JUmp.
"Baker grew up 1\londav.''

Hartzog said. "He's going to lit'
a great triple jumper for us.··
The sophomore class wasn't
deniro, either. l.ed by distance
runner Karsten Schulz. the~
scored 36 points.
Schulz, from Sykesville. Md ..
quickly is becoming a track
veteran. Schulz was the only
t;ther double winner. capturing
the mile and I.Ouo-yard runs.
"Everyone thought Karsten
wasasenior.Hereallygrewup.
too. • Hartzog said. .. Hl•
dominated both fields."
Hartzog
said
another
sophomore distance man, Ril!
l\loran, was impressin• in
taking firth in the mtle and
second in the two-rnile.
"Moran had a great tra<·k
Wuatinll~ on Pag~ 23 ,

Lady cage coaches agree state tourney to be close
<'

.-.

By R.idt Seymour
SUfi Wriwr
Everybody always wants to
have a crack at taking a
championship away from the
present holder. In the case of
the 1980 women'" basketball
Illinois AlA W state tournament,
SlU will play the role of
reigning champs, while seven
other schools hove to take the
title away.
Tournament play will begin

:!tt~=~~~vae1rsitk:!rl!~~r~s~

Building
at
Champaign
Thursday at 4 p.m. with Northwestern University 118-4)
battling Northern Illinois 1171U. At 7 p.m. SIU U2·15J w1U
take on Chicago Cir!'le t 17-7>,
with the winner playing the
winner of the first game Friday
at 5 p.m.
Most of the coaches feel the
tournament will be close, with

usmg
our
pressure-type season," Illinois assistant
defense. We hope to cause some coach Donita Davenport said.
The host school will play
Mistakes."
DePaul University t9-ll)
~:•h the way the tourney is
set up, a..;;: team can come out Thursday at the same time of
on top. Prete thinks the setup of the Saluki contest with Circle.
the toumamnet is fair, because The Lady Ulini will their &-19
grabs.
each
team has a chance to record against the injury"Anybody can win this thing,
the tournament is going to be prove it has improved at the end plagued Blue Demms.
"We have some people that
of
the
season.
very close," DiStanislao said.
"Theoretically. everyone has are not as healthy as we would
"We can't look past the fact that
like
them to be," DePaul Coach
we art" the No. 1 seed. We will chance. H you had a slow start
have to take each game as it in tt>.e beginning of the season, John Lawler said. "But we are
going
to try our best.
you really can come alive 'n the
comes."
"01:r chances are very good
Claudia Prete of Chicago tournament," Prete sail
of
·coming
out of our ftrst conA team is given its sev ~ on the
Circle agrees that the tournament is going to be very basis of its in-stat' record test in the. tournament," he
said.
"If
we
play ball like lhe
during the season. H a leilm has
close.
"There is not one easy game a hard time defeating other way that we are car-ble of, we
·can
beat
anybody.'
in this tournament, regardless Illinois schoob., it ''ill burt its
Number two seed Illinois
of seed by any team," Prete position in the tuumament.
"We are very tlappy with our State 119-8) will take on
said.
"We are looking forward to seeding. We had ~ slow !!l<art in Western Illinois ( 13-10) at 4
playing Southern," she adt'P.d. the beginning ft, th~ season p.m. The winner will play the
"It always is a good game when and I think we came on pretty DePaul-lllinois victor Friday at
we play each other. We will be strong towards the end of the 7:30 p.m. in the semifinals.
the team that plays the most
consistent basketball coming
out on top. Northwestern ;s the
top-seeded team, but Wildcat
coach Mary DiStanislao feels
the tournament title is up for
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"The state tourney is ur for
grabs. Whoe,·er plays wei this
'OV\!ek w1U win the title," Illinois
State Coach Jill Hutchinson
. said.
.
"It should be· a very
emotional game against
Western," Jiutchinson added.
"They art> going to want to
prove themselves."
Hutchinson likes the tournament's structure.
"The tournament is good. you
can have a rotten year and still
do good in the tourney. You can
develop a young team into a
real cn:uender," she said.
Tbe Salukis are a pt>rfect
example of \his reasoning.
Coach Cindy Scott has pu•
together a team that wr-, six ui
its last riine games wtth two
freshmen in the starting five.
"Southern really has improved over the year," Hu;chinson said.
·
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